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She Sueumeari Views
Volume

i. No. 15.

TUCUHCARI, NEW MEXICO, SATURDAY. FEB. 3,

QUAY COUNTY DEVELOPING RAPIDLY
Crops a.nd Orchards Show
Very Good Progress.

II. M. Smith has an orchard within the townsite limits of Tucum- ari which is a point of interest to
ill our visitors.
The orchard is
really a credit to a country far more

1906.

NEW MEXICO'S
STOCK INDUSTRY

Subscription

$1.50

a year.

naturally enough arrive at the conclusion the sheep ranges of New
Mexico, are the ideal of all t h e
sheep owners, and the finest in
United States. The past season
has been one of the most profitable
to the industry for a good m any
years.
A million lambs and sheep
were shipped out of the territory
during 1905, the values of which
were
cents to 5
per
pound. The average lamb shipped out weighed from 50 to 75
pounds, and brought in the eastern
markets S2.50 to S3. 75 each, some
i n g for a
of the choice lots s e
higher figure. Wethers commanded from S3. 50 to S4.50 each, and
some shipments higher. The wool
clip was much above the average
and the grade was
The
amount of sales was more than

Our Cattle, Sheep and Horse In- developed than Nev Mexico.
It
(eresls Flourishing.
INDUSTRY
SHEEP
ATTRACTIVE has had the effect of encouraging
other farmers to put out trees in EXPORT LARGE THIS YEAR
Many Settlers Filing on Land or PurThey will be re
irge numbers.
chasing Patented Claims.
From an article published in the
turning revenue in a short time. Albuquerque Citizen a short time
I have been having a rush in
igo on the subject of our resources
(Santa I?u New Mexican, 5
ult.)
the real estate business, and with in horses, sheep and
we
MvyC. Mechem, district attorney in the past few weeks I have sold
large number of lots in the orig are in mighty good condition and
lor Quay and Guadalupe Coun- ties, .and M. 13. Goldenberg, of the inal townsite of Tucumcari to El prices ought to be even better this
M. 13. Goldenberg Company, Tu- - Pasoans who are coming there in coming season.
We have not had
cumcari, a successlul sheep raiser numbers.
in' of the severe snow storms that
This has been brought about did so much damage in Lincoln
and one 01 the most progressive
citizens of eastern New Mexico, to some extent by the building of ind Torrance Counties, as I see
were among the many who came to the El Paso & Northeastern Kail-roa- d by the press reports.
Oilier live
tlit Capital City to attend the in
to Tucumcari which now stock is holding its own.
Cattle
augural ceremonies.
They re makes this town the end of the ire advancing in price, Yearling
until today and I It at Rock Island system and a division steers are being contracted for at
mained
pounds,
noon, via the Santa Fe Central for point of the EI Paso & Northeast S12 to $15 a head, while two yeaj pounds of it being fronvthe spring
1 have information
ern.
their homes.
that the old steers are quoted at $16 to S19 clip. The prices throughout
Mr. Uoldenberg lias been a resi Choctaw, Oklahoma & Gulf Rail a head according to quality.
season averaged 20 to 22 cents per
I can truthfully pay a compli
dent of Tucumcari and vicinity for road will be extended to Tucum
pound, and the total amounted to
over twenty years and is one of cari, the grade work for the pro ment to the people of I ucumcan nearly $5, 000, 000 worth sold.
County in general.
the prominent pioneers of that sec ject being almost finished at pies and Quay
The cattle business is a close
It will be compiled, I un While a good many crimes were second to the sheep industry. The
tion. When seen by a New Mex ent.
ican reporter at the Claire last derstand, this spi ing, thus giving committed during the building of following tabulated statement from
night, he said:
Tucumcari the nearest and straigh t the El Paso & SoutUeastern and the territorial cattle sanitar' board
Well, I'm pretty enthusiastic est route to Memphis, Tennessee. for a short time afterwards, such shows the increase in cattle, horses
1 he
sheep
over the prospects of Tucumcari
never conditions have now been ehmi- - and hides shipped out during 1905:
business
I
ludge Edward A. Mann For 1905.
and vicinity.
was that way when looked more promising than at the nated.
For 1904
By is a representative of our com 203,159
l came there a good many years present time in Quay County.
166,273
Cattle
ago, and I haven't changed yet. lambing season we will have plenty munity in his firm and able ad- - I53S
Horses
14.967
He de 3"835
Neither do I contemplate chang of water and green grass every- ministtation of justice.
38,865
Hides
ing, because things are steadily where, and all sheep men know serves a vote of thanks from every
The banner year for the ship-men- t
improving over our way. About the meaning of such conditions. law abiding person in our country
of cattle, horses and hides,
I
in
he
conducts
which
way
the
for
with
pleasure
noticed
thing
One
was
nave
new
in
1903, 220,866 cattle, 13,499
1,000
arrived
settlers
He has made himself horses and 20,221 hides were shipQuay County and taken up home is the fact that a lame number of his court.
steads there in t h e past three fine rams have been brought into a terror, to the lawless and a monu ped out. T h e export of horses
They came principally the country recently. Not enough ment of fair dealing to all. 1 know has been increasing for
months.
from Kansas, Indian Territory, attention has heretofore been paid that he is irenerallv esteemed for years, the 1905 record being the
his courtesy and the impartial highest
by territorial
Oklahoma, Missouri and Texas, to this feature of sheep raising.
"New Mexico sheep for a mini manner in which he interprets the breeders.
whore they disposed of their lands
While we have such a man
The total number of cattle in the
ber of years have been undersized law.
at good prices.
''13y making homestead entries but this defect is rapidly being on the bench, there is little to fear territory is estimated by the cattle
upon the public domain they re remedied.
several sheep raisers from bad characters, In the lan sanitary board to be 900,000. The
tained plenty of funds to instal have brought their herds up to the guage of the day, Judge Mann is year 1905 showed the calf crop to
be short, probably averaging not
improvements, and as a result standard or better, and the effect alright.'
"The interests of Tucumcari are more than 50 per cent. The ternothing but success can follow. has been cropping out everywhere
Many of them not caring to go of late. Rams for use on the range being ably looked after by a com- ritory was pretty well stripped of
through the technicalities of filing should not weigh less than 150 mercial club composed of all those steers last year, there being few 3's
claims, proving up, and so forth or 200 pounds, and should shear interested in the community's wel- and upwards left at the end of last
Much work has been done fall's shipments. The number of
bojghf patented lands. The ma 25 pounds of wool. Not the short fare.
is limited, also, and
jority, however, prefer to take ad greasy sort either, but the long in advertising our country by this
fibered wool, of the Ramboullet club, and business propositions the steers for 1906 will be mostly
vantage of the homestead laws.
are looked after in good shape. yearlings. Something over 6.000
Satisfactory crops have been type.
"And by the way, Tucumcari The individual interests even, are brands were recorded during 1905,
raised in Quay County during the
Milo maize, Kaffir has one of the finest wool scouring not neglected, and this clnb stands which shows the number of herds
past year.
It scoured for the best that is in our com- to be on
increase, although
corn, Mexican beans and millet are mills in the Territory.
Well, maybe I've said many of the applications were due
among the principal crops, al 1, 500, 000 pounds of wool last munity.
though wheat, barley, vegetables year. The work done by the com more than proper about Quay to the new law making it a penal
and garden truck are yearly pro pany surpasses any similar work County, but it's all to be found offense to run a brand without first
One thing that there.
Here 13 one little state having it recorded, but the fact reborne Indian corn aver in New Mexico.
duced.
aired thirty bushels to the acre aids greatly is the supply of fine ment that the weather bureau will mains that a large number of apverify, and then I am done.
The plicants are new residents asking
without irrigation last season water used at the mill.
average rainfall for Quay County for new brands.
average
an
compar
wool
brought
Uur
The Iruit industry is
atively a recent thing in Quay price last year of 19 cents a pound from March to November 1 last
The Mclntirc Brothers of Santa
How is that Rosa, shipped a car load of burros
Several orchards hav and our spring lambs averaged year, was 22 inches.
County.
to South Carolina last week.
been started and are doing fine $2.15 each. The sheep in general for the farmer? Now I'll quit."
1

cattle,

cents

1

good.

20,000,000
the

twenty

attained

the

wheat. It is now up to tho growers to
tJOY'S TERRIBLE ECZEMA.
turn this durum whent into tho channels of commerce. Then wo will nil
turn to tho millers and see If they Mouth and Eyes Covered With Crusts
are willing to mako the next move.
Hands Pinned Down Miraculous
Mrs. W.H. Smith, of the Wray (Colo.)
Cure by Cutlcura.
mills, is this month making an ex"When my little boy was six month?
perimental run with 1,500 bushels of old, he had eczema. The sores extend- durum wheat for flour purposes and ed so quickly over the whole body
Mr. B. F. Hottel of the Llndell Mills,
that we at once called in the doctor.
Fort Collins, Colorado, is making a Wo then went to another doctor,
commercial test of severnl thousand but ho could not help him, and in our
sacks of durum flour from Lorlmer despair wo went to a third one.
county grown durum wheat. Local
became so bad that he had regustores are handling this flour with cx lar holes in his cheeks large enough
col lent success.
using to put a finger Into. The food had to
Customers
flour onco for bread and pastry come bo given with a spoon, lor his mouth
back for anothor sack. We now was covered with crusts as thick as
know
that wo can successfully a finger, and whenever he opened tho
grow,
harvest and sell durum
they began to bleed and supwheat in Texas, New Mexico, Utah, mouth
Hands,
purate, as did olso his eyes.
Colorado. Wyoming, Montana, South arms,
chest, and bach, in short the
Dakota, North Dakota and Idaho. It
was covered over and
has become a staple export wheat wholo body
no rest by day or night.
and a steady market seems now as- over. We had
Whenever he was laid in his bed, we
sured.
had to pin his hands down; otherwise
W. II. Olln.
he would scratch his face and make an
Professor of Agronomy, Agricultural
open sore. I think his face must have
College of Colorado.
Itched most fearfully.
"Wo finally thought nothing could
help, and I had made up my mind to
send my wife with the child to Europe, hoping that, the sou air might
cure him, otherwise he was to be put
under good medical care there. Hut,
Lord bo blessed, matters came differ-A
ently, and we soon saw a miracle.
For a butchering post select a post friend of ours spoke about. Cutlcura.
about 10 Inches in thickness and 10 We mado a trial with Cutlcura Soap,
Ointment and Resolvent, and within
feet long. MortlBe
near tho top In op- ten days or two weeks wo noticed a
posite directions two decided improvement, .lust as quickly
holes 2x6 Inches. In as the sickness had appeared it also
these mortises Insert began to disappear, and within ten
two pieces of oak weeks tho child was absolutely well,
About 4 feet long.
Plant the post 3 feet and his skin was smooth and white
deep and pack tho ab never before. F. Hohrath, PresiIf dent of the C. L. Hohrath Company,
firmly.
ground
made according to Manufacturers of Silk Ribbons, I to 20
the Illustration four Rink Alley. South Bethlehem, Pa.,
hogs may be hung Juno B, 1905."
upon this rack.
For a lifting derWhnt n i.nt'iablo 'vorhl this would
nolKhohrs were bull' us
rick take a piece of oak 3 feet long bo. If ton inui)'.
sec liiin mi Ills return I'roni
Rind
Inches In diameter and cut two month's trip ns ho
and
thinks thoy oukIi'
to br!
holes through it
in opposite dlrec
tions for the use
of hand spikes.
Tie tho ends of n
rope to the branch
of a treo, so that
when it hangs
down the rope will
reach the ground.
Place a gambrel
through the hind
legs, wrap the
loop of the rope
around har and spike fast, with some
heavy nails.
Then, using a strong
I
hutid spike or small iron bar as u
turn tho bar like a windlass until
the carcass is raised to the desired
height. Then place one bar through
.Vegetable Preparation Tor Astho hole and the other crosswise on
similating Ine Food andHcg ula-lithe end of the llrst and the carcass
the Stoinuchs and Dowels of
will bo held firmly in position.
A device which will save much
heavy lifting at butchering time is a
scalding derrick, illustrated in the
Farm and Homo. With It one man
Promolcs Digcslion.Cheerfiir-nessantinest.Conlaican easily handle a 400 pound hog,
neither
scalding and hanging it with the same
Onium.Morpliinc norIiiieraL
I

Progress with
Durum Wheat
hnvc not yet
Climatic changes
heon studied long enough to know
whether durum can ho successfully
grown in nil parts of Colorado
after season. The present season
reports from thirty of the
counties of the state show very satis- factory harvest reports.
This being
in a mensure
a drouth
resisting
wheat will mature a crop where
moisture content of soil is not. sufll- cient to mature soft wheats.
Of course this wheat must have
some moisture, but what the minimum amount is, in our climate, Is yet
to bo determined. We have instances
this season where wheat has been
made with a crop suason rainfall below the normal, although most sec- tions of the state, this year, show
more than the average crop season
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The agronomy department of the
proStution
Colorado Experiment
poses to continue its experiments to
see just how far out on our semi-arilands this wheat can bo sown with
reasonable assurance of a harvest,
season after season.
Becauso some
few have doubted about a market for
this wheat, since Colorado millers at
present decline to use it, I desire
to give the public the beuellt of those
market facts, which I have gathered
by correspondence
with the grain
centers of the union. Wo nave sent
samples of Colorado grown Kubnnku
durum to the markets of Omnlin,
Kansas City. St. Louis. Cincinnati.
Chicago and Minneapolis to ilnil it
rank as best grade and a durum market topper at the latter named market. From U. S. Cercalist Carleton
of Washington, D. C, tinder dale of
October 20, I have the following:
"It will undoubtedly be tut cresting
to you to know that inside of three
weeks U.QOO.OOO
of durum
bushels
wheat have been shipped to Marseilles, selling at. a good price and grnd-in,- ;
all No. 1 (G.000,000 bushels of
this yenr's crop has already been exported to France, Italy, Spain and Algeria). Twenty thousand bushels of
this wheat were grown by Mr. S.
Glover of Glover, North Dakota, and
sold at 72c a bushel in Duluth. Mr.
Clover has sold in all 50,000 bushels
at Duluth this season.
From Fon Id's Milling Co. of Cincinnati, Ohio: "The sample of durum
wheat is certainly very fine, and
looks as If it ought to make a superior grade of macaroni. We have purchased a great deal of this wheat
already this season.
We got two
cars from Western Kansas and have
also purchased considerable of this
wheat from North and South Dakota,
but none of this wheat (Dakota
wheat) has reached us yet. We have
milled durum wheat for about four
or five years. Wo did not put In any
additional
or different
machinery
than we were using for ordinary
flour. We grind the flour only into
Semollnn, which we use in our own
manufacture of macaroni.
We are
convinced that macaroni manufactured from the Semolina made from
this durum wheat Is far superior to
any ever made in this country before and wo believe there will bo
quite a field for it in that line." This
firm makes
from 8,000 to 9,000
pounds of macaroni per day.
If wo can keep our durum pure
and of good quality, this market once
opened will remain a constantly increasing one. Do not grow this
wheat on irrigated lands, neither
think that any dry land can be
cropped to durum. Tho market is
strong at present and indications are
that the unjust discrimination of past
seasons against this wheat are being removed and this wheat of the
semi-ariWest and Northwest is
steadily coming into public recognition.
It is another .proof that worth wins
after a time, if persistent enough.
Exportero and grain merchants bavin? rocognUel durum ne an export
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Scalding Derrick

lever. For the post or main support
use a convenient shade treo or plant n
0 Inch post, 18 feet long, solidly in the
ground. For tho lever use a pole 15
feet long and strong enough to bear
the weight of a heavy hog. Fasten
this to the top of tho post with a
strong chain and attach to the short
ond of tho pole a chalu and ganibrel
and to the long end a few feet of ritout
rope to assist in lotting down the hog.
Place the scalding barrel and scraping
platform conveniently near to tho scaffold so as to ave all unnecessary
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STOCK
Tying Cows In Stalls.
Most farmers still hold to tho stanchions as a means of keeping their
cows in the stable. It is surprising to
know that some of the most advanced
farmers have not yet abandoned tho
use of tho stanchion. A lecturer on one
of tho institute forces was delivering
a lecture on cows nnd condemned tho
use of stanchions,- advocating tho
moro modern methods of cow tying.
In the discussion that followed some
ouo in the audience ashed him the
question, "What method do you use
in tying tho cows?" He replied, "I
still uso tho stanchion; I'm an old
fogy." This shows the force of habit
even in those that are well instructed
as to scientific dairying,
This man
said that both he and his cows wore
used to the stanchion, and had been
all their lives, and ho had not got
around to malting any change.
If
this is so with those that are the
leaders In dairy thought, wo need not
be surprised If the great mass
of
farmers of tho country still hold to
the methods that scienco condemns.
In a rigid stanchion the animal cannot He down with case and cannot
reach the parts of her body that sho
can reach under tho more modern arrangement. Tho stalls that are now
generally advocated and used by the
men who are making a science of
dairying, aro those that give the cow
a large amount of freedom. One of
these methods is to have tho stall
narrow enough to prevent the cow
from turning nround in it. A chain
behind her prevents her from bucking
out of the stall.
Her head Is left
entirely free. The cow, when sho lies
down, naturally turns her head when
sho composes herself for sleep. Tho
modern stalls permit the cow great
freedom in this respect. Another system of cow tying is to fasten them
with a chain around the neck, tho
chain being fastened to a ring that
runs up and down on the center pole.
One has but to visit tho state experiment station to see a great variety
of methods demonstrated in" the fastening of cows. All these, however,
servo ono general purpose, that of
making the cow comfortable. So far
as we know tho rigid stanchions aro
not used in any experiment station,
or on any farms conducted by sclen
tiflc dairymen James Addison, Bu
reau Co., 111., In Farmers' Review.
Bacterial Content of Milk.
cities have estab
lished a rule that no sweet milk sold
shall contain over a certain number
of bacteria per cubic centimeter. A&
these bacterja consist largely of lactic
acid ferments, the natural ferments
of the milk, and which produce sour
ness, It has been asked" why such a
rule should be enforced. It must be
recognized that lactic acid ferments
aro not disease germs. Nevertheless,
there is a good reason behind tho act
of any city board of health that makes
All physicians know
such a rule.
that the milk given to children, espe
dally very young children, must bo
sweet if It is to be digestible. Tho
juices of tho stomach of tho child are
primarily adapted to tho digestion of
whole sweet milk. While Bour milk
may be more easily digested by the
stomach of the mature person, this is
not true of babes. It is a well known
fact that babes In American cities are
fed to a very largo extent on cows
milk. Wherever this milk Is found
to bo sour, or well on the way to becoming sour, intestinal disturbances
result when it is used for babes.
Wherover tho boards of health have
vigorously enforced tho rule that only
sweet milk shall be sold, there has
been, a material reduction In sickness
among infants, and consequently
a
lower death rate. While It may bo a
hardship to the people not to be able
to purchase skim milk and sour milk,
yet tho general result of this precaution Is good.
M&ny of our large

Better Judging Needed.
Watching judges of horses at their
Lime In the Garden Soli.
work at the state fairs it becomes apI have read In papers that there Is
sufTlciont llmo In tho sol to last for a parent that In very many cases insufficient attention Is paid to soundness
long time, and that men need not consider tho llmo In their estimates of as a requisite of winners In tno
the dressings to be used on tho land. breeding rings. It would seem that
some of tho Judges see prominent unI notice, however, that in some soils
tho llmo has washed down to a layer soundnesses, but dislike to throw out
several feet deep in the soli and that anlmuls on that account, as rules are
not strict in this connection, and to reIn such cases sorrel grows on the land,
especially if it Is a hillside.
There ject the unsound horse would be to get
was one farm on which I lived where Into trouble with the exhibitor and
the soil was underlaid at a depth of eventually with the management. Othabout two feet by a layer of stones er judges do not see unsoundnesses,
that had all the appearance of hav- and, indeed, either do not look fr
them or aro not educated as to locaing been rounded by the action of water on the shoro of some prehistoric tion and appearance of some of the
most common defects. Not long since
ocean. The llmo in tho soil had washed down and acted as a mortar to hold wo watched a judge going over several
these stones together. The top soil classes of draft horses, and his lack
was a light sandy loam, but no water of attention to unsoundness was not
seemed able to get through that layer only woeful, but positively unfair to
This is plain lanof rock and lime. All the wells In the tho exhibitors.
vicinity were very hard, tho water guage, but it is deserved, when we
containing largo quantities of lime. state that a stallion was placed fourth
Tho soil above did not do well for the although he had huge ringbones on
clovers or garden truck till we had one hind pastern and an enlarged
made an application of lime. So I fetlock on the same limb, which was
Tho judge
am convinced that tho chemist can- not handled perfectly.
not tell us exactly how much lime is placed this horse over several animals
in the soli and available for use. I that were at least sound and to all
believe land should be limed anyway appearances quite ns good In other
if tho owner does not know that it ways as the ono chosou for honor,
in Farmers'
does not need lime. Of cou'rso If red wrltos A. S. Alexander
clover and sweet clover grow on it Review.
abundantly, It does not need additional
An unsound horso should be delime, for these plants will not thrive classed, no matter how perfect he may
In soil that Is acldy or where lime Is
happen to be In show points. He is
deJlclont. Mabel
Goodchlld,
Clark intended for breeding purposes, and
111.,
Co.,
In Farmers' Review.
If nffected with a dlseaso such as
ringbone, which is notoriously hereditary, or any other disease of similar
Tillage and Fruit Growing.
A thoroughly pulverized soil Is as seriousness, he should be sent to the
advantageous to tho fruit orchard or stable before the judging commences.
fruit plantation as to any other form In order to do this, veterinary inspecof crop production.
This fact has tion is required, and wo arc fast coming to the time when that must bu
been learned but slowly by tho American farmers. The first orchards were Instituted at every great horse show.
permitted to fight their own way In We have temporized with this matter
tho ocean of greensward and If they too long as it Is, and although alleged
veterinary inspection . hns been prolived so much tho better for the
In the beginning cane fruits vided for at somo of the horse shows
were little cultivated.
Tho wild ones it has not been carried out to the letgrew without cultivation and It w'as ter, and, indeed, has seldom been resorted to, except at the request of a
argued that Nature in that way pointJudge who has found something that
ed out the prolltable method of
fruit. Little by little it was he did not feel llko dealing with perdemonstrated that better crops of sonally.
Expert veterinary inspection la pracfruits could be produced If the fruit
plants were grown a considerable dis- ticed at every great show of horsea
tance apart and tho ground was kept in Great Britain and doubtless in Eu
rope also, the result being that horses
growths.
free from other vogctablo
Tillage for the fruit plantation that is exposed in the judging ring are known
to bo used should begin in the fall to be sound, and the Judge has not to
if possible, and the ground should be decide such matters. At the last
plowed several times. In that way show of Shire horses In London, Engthe grasses and weeds decay, and bo land, many horses were rejected from
do all the weeds that have sprung up each class, but tho work was done in
after the first plowing. It Is some- private and prior to tho adjudication
times advisable to plow the ground of prizes. Ono of tho great live stock
very late in tho fall. In old fruit papers of that country in reporting
plantations that have not been deeply the show stated, as regards each class,
cultivated it is not advisable to plow just how many horses went before tho
the ground late in tho fall, as this will veterinary examiners nnd how many
Increase tho chances of winter killing of them came back to enter the com
petition after being pronounced sound.
or spring killing.
In somo Instances,
if our memory
sorves us aright, as many as five
Land Suitable for Truck Gardens.
horses wero rejected from a single
The man that would choose soil class.
suitable for gardening must not select
This is good work, and if done In
cold clay soil that Is Hat nor must he
select steep clay uplands. With such each country from whence come puresoils It is about Impossible to do bred stallions to America It conduces
much In gardening. A good many far- to the breeding of sound horses locally,
mers that have such soils try to raise but throws out numbers of unsound
horses that cannot be used in their
garden truck on them, bellovlng that own
country, because pronounced unthe only thing they need to do Is to
apply manure and cultivate thorough- sound, but which too often sell nt a
ly. That Is truo for some kinds of figure that just suits tho importer,
crops, but not those that come within who forthwith Imposes thorn upon our
breeders at fancy prices and possibly
the list of market garden crops. Levon tho prestige of foreign show winel ground and soil of a sandy loam
nings
before thpy turned uncharacter ore necessary for tho grow. sound. earned
These aro in many cases tho
Ing of garden truck. Such soli warms
very horses our lenient judges fad
up quickly In the spring, and at all
to reject at our state fairs and other
times when It Is not frozen lets In the shows.
manure
Is
The
heat.
tho
and
air
that
The unsound horsejj we have seen
put Into it is quickly found by tho
lately In the judging ring wore imrootlets,
ramify
which
minute
ported horses. Thoy wero not blemthrough It.
ished horses, nor injured horses new

but horses suffering; from
unsoundnesses such a ringbone,

off tho cars,

flido-bon-

spuvin, curb or chorea. They
should nover have come across the
ocean. Thoy should
havo been rejected at tho sea board, but as tho
government pays no attention to such
matters tho rejecting work should
have been done in the first judging
ring entered in this country, or, better still, veterinary Inspection should
havo excluded them from competition.
We have been speaking plainly, for
there is no sense in glossing over mat
ters of Biich vital Importance.
The
question should be taken up at oncu
In
real
and
earnest, for it cannot
longer be safely overlooked.
Spree of an English Cow.
Wo sometimes hear of farm animals
becoming partly Intoxicated on the
stuff thrown out from breweries and
distilleries and cutting up queer
pranks. Whether the cow told about
by "Cow Keeper and Dairymen's Journal" of Chatham, England, haxl been
eating sour malt or somo such byproduct wo do not know, but here la
what the paper says occurred:
A cow was being driven home from
market by the purchaser, when It
started In pursuit of a little girl
named Dickenson, who had started
running on seeing tho animal. The
girl ran Into her homo, and her mother
had barely time to barricade the
g-room
door with chairs and a sewing machine, when the cow commenced to butt the door. Unable to
secure any degree of satisfaction here,
the animal proceeded to stumble upstairs, and In the front bed room
wrought sad havoc among tho furniture and fittings. A great crowd had
by this time assembled in the street,
and one of tho spectators ran in and
opened
the bed room window.
Almost immediately the animal put
Its head and forelegs out of the window, and its hoofs slipping on tho
zinc covered roof of the bay window,
tho animal slid bodily Into the street,
to the accompaniment
of a great
smashing of glass. The crowd bolted
In all directions, but the frightened
beast, which was apparently uninjured, was secured without any further daraago being done.
sittin-

Making the Most of Land.
The farmer in the western part of
the United States has never learned
to make the most of his land, and la
learning the lesson but slowly. He
found at tho beginning moro land
than he could take care of under
methods und arranged his
work so that cattle, sheep, horses
or hogs would do the work ho had
not the labor to do. This is why
the Western farmer now finds it nard
to place his land under intensive
conditions.
But with the increase
of value of farm land the tlhio
is here when every acre must bo
made to yield the largest possible revenue. In the farming of the past In
the middle west tho cheapest thing
was land. Now tho conditions are becoming reversed and the most expensive thing is land.
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The Bacon Hog.
The English bacon hog Is said to bo
the type toward which tho bacon hogs
o
tho world aro being developed
Tho Danes and the Irish are producing fine bacon hogs, but they are doing so because they are closely following tho English standard. The
English have always been lovers of
lino bacon and havo a very
opinion as to what It should bo. Tho
price paid for baoon from tho Eng-- !
lish hog Is far above the prlco paid
for tho bacon from lard hogs prod'tc-- !
oil In the American corn belt.
well-fixe- d
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Swine of the Nationc.
According to recent statistics the
hogs of the leading nations of the
world number as follows:
United
States, 47 million; Germany, 17 million; Russia, 11 million; Hungary, 7
million; Canada, 3 million; Spain, 8
million; Roumnnla, 2 million; Poland,
Belgium, Denmark,
Australia and
tho Netherlands, 1 million each; all
other countries, together with tho
above, 117 million.

Smith, L K, heirs, sw.j nw.j, sec 14, twp
Gordon, Mrs. Thos., lots 1 and 2, blk 43.
Nance, Mrs L A, personal property,
and 2, blk 2d,
11 n, r 30 e, 40 acres; lots
penalty
05,
taxes
addition,
93,
horses, cattle and other items, taxes 45 02, Russel
penalty
taxes
townsite,
54,
original
is
costs 20, total t ih, peronai prupenv.
penalty 2 25, costs 35, total 47 G2.
total costs 75, total 17 07.
costs
35,
penalty
84,
24,
taxes
$4
horses
property,
Forbis, R C, personal
Smith,!. K heirs & J A Street, lots 13
and sheep, 1 1 25, penalty 5 56, costs 35, 5 13and
14, blk 34, original townsite, taxes
property,
Galleaos, lose Inez, personal
total 117 iG.
18 50, penalty 93, costs 40 total 19 80.
total
costs
35.
S.i
nenaltv
20.
irixi's
o.
property,
personal
Gallegos,
Cruz.,
Thorpe, Win, personal property, taxes
horses and sheep, taxes 27 99, penalty 40, 4 53.
H 15, penalty 41, costs 35. total 89'.
1
J J, lots 5, G, 7, blk 40, ongi-Harrison,
total
costs
35,
74.
29
o
Iu accordance with Chapter Twenty-twThome. Mrs Wm. S? nw4. n2 sv.i, sec
Morris, R A, personal property, horses nal townsite, taxes $45 33, penalty 2 2G,
Legislative
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12,
property,
personal
total
costs
Go,
2G
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48 19,
83, penalty 34,
Assembly of the Territory nf New Mexico and sheep, taxes
G 18.
penalty 17, costs 35, total 4 04; personal
taxes
5 53t penalty 28, costs 35, total
28
total
35,
5
and amendments thereto, I, Donald Stew
Holder, B F.lot 5, blk 1, Russell addi- property, taxes 2 25, penalty 12, costs 35,
13esse, J nan, personal property and sheep,
Collector of
art, Treasurer and
tion,
lots, blk is. original townsite, taxes total 2 72.
total
2G
costs
V2.
35.
a. nenaltv
the County of Quay, in the Territory of taxes
Townsend, F A it Co, personal propeity
$24 23, penalty 21, costs 40, total 24 84,
0727
and
do
make,
Mexico,
certify
New
hereby
personal property, taxes 2 41, penalty 12, taxes 23 39, penalty
17, costs 35, total
horses
personal
S,
S
Gholson,
properly,
publish the following notice and list of
total
88.
costs
2
35,
yi.
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costs
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38,
2
taxes
97,
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59
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Hall,
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Amounts Under $25 00
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list.
1
C
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total 3 32.
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Mrs
Stewart, Treasurer and
Collector May A D 190G to the highest bidder
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1
1
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3
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1
3
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of such judgement against the property
iG
t'o
Donald Stkwakt.
3 24
24
4
3 Go
personal
total
costs
property
40,
14 97;
described in said list or any part parcel
Collector of
Treasurer and
or portion thereof and after having given Quay, County New Mexico.
taxes Si 85, penalty 09, costs 35, total 2 29 1.2,3,
'.
1
5
00
5 jfG
I.S
due notice by a hand bill posted on the
3
23
Lawson, J M, lot G, blk 2, original town
W I" Buchanan,
front door of the district court house in the
1
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80
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2 3G
48
5
5
Deputy.
site;
S,
addition,
ta:
Russell
lot
blk
2,
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5
74
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47
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70
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1
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85
2 34
40
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)
2 34
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5
4
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17 G Browning,
personal
taxes
property,
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4 31.
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2
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85
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2 74
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Treasurer
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(CeiiliiuieU on page seventeen.)
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HIGH LIFE SCANDAL

Butterworth como back again in tho
evening ho walked Into tho kitchen to
sco If Lem had come back and ho wns
terrlblo surprised to sco Mary standing by tho window weeping.
Tho
Dcncon asked her what sho was
for and she sad for poor Lorn, who
had deserted her llko as not. As soon
as Mary snld this tho Deacon's surprise wns took placo by pity.
Ho
hated like thundcrashlon to stand
there llko a gawk while sho was sobbing her eyes out, and her so pretty,
with her eyelashes all wet with tears
and her rosebud mouth drooped down
so. Tho Deacon couldn't say nothing for
a minute. What can a man say anyhow In a case like that? Ho "an't say
nothing.
Then tho Deacon couldn't stand it
any longer so ho walked acrost to
Mary and put his arms around her
and pressed her to his buzzumm and
sho laid her head on his breast and ho
smoothed back her hair and kissed
hor on tho ear. Just as he was doing
this Lorn opened tho door and walked

TOWN OF DINGVILLE STIRRED TO
ITS DEPTHS.
Deacon Butterworth Felt to Be the
Victim
of
Unfortunate Circumstances, but His Wife Has by no
Means Been Convinced.
There wns u terrible scandal happened In Bingvlllc lust Saturday night,
the news of which (lew all over town
like wildfire and since tlien our residents ain't got nothing done but talk
about it with bated breath. School
was closed for a day on acct. of It and
so was the P. O. Work 13 at a standstill and the terrible recital of what
happened Is on everybody's Hps.
On Wednesday morning of last week
Lem Brown left Blngvllle for the Co.
seat, where he was drawed up to serve
on iv jury. Lem understood that ho
would git all through serving so as ho
could conio back homo Filday night
and ho told his wlfo so. Before ho
left Bingvlllc Lorn made nrrar.gemcnts
with Deacon Butterworth to feed his
cow and pigs whllo he was absent,
and look after things around
the
house generally.
Lorn has always
been a great friend of the Deacon's,
being as they both belong to the Blngvllle church and set side by sldo In
tho amen corner every Sunday.
Well, the Deacon looked after things
at Lem's place in good shape so far as
wo can learn.
Between chores the
Deacon would go into Lem's house
and take off his mitts to warm his
hands at the kitchen stove, while
Mary Brown, that's Lem's wife, would
glvo him a doughnut, niebby, or a
cookie, If she happened to bo making
any. Tho weather was so cold that
the Deacon spent considerable of his
time in the kitchen talking to Mary,
but nobody ever thought anything of
It, being as Mary is a terrible handsome and agreeable woman. Her name
before sho was married was Mary
Slmpkins and she lived out the Pike
four miles west of Blngvllle, daughter
of old Sam Slmpkins, who is dead and
gone, lo, these many years. When
Mary was a girl of IS it was said that
there wasn't a prettier girl In this
county than just her. She was tho
belle of Blngvllle. And since wo come
to think of it, this ain't been such a
long time ago and so far as wo are
able to see, Mary ain't clianged much
Personally, we think she Is
since.
now better looking than ever. And so
nobody blamed Deacon Butterworth
for spending probably a lectio mite
more time In the kitchen than was
necessary, although he is n married
man hisself.
Well, Friday night come and wont
and poor Lem Brown didn't come back
from tho Co. seat, and there was no
word from him. When Lem didn't
turn up Friday evening, when ho said
he would, Mary begin to get awful
restless and oneasy and when the Deacon come around to do the feeding
tho next morning sho invited him in'.o
tho houso and told him her wont

Sent the Deacon Sprawling,
fear?. Sho snld something told her,
although sho couldn't say just what,
that something nwful had happened to
Lem. Tho Deacon he told her she
mustn't glvo way llko that becauso It
was his opinion that Lem had been
unnecessnrlly detained and that ho
was In good health and spirits and
woull turn up sooner or later and explain all.
It took the Deacon a good while to
explain this. Ho eat nine doughnuts
rbllo he v.t.s doing it. When Deacon

in.

It was a terrlblo surprise both for
Mary and the Dcncon. Lef wanted to
know of tho Dcncon what tho durnn-shloho was doing with his wife in

u

LA2)y VISVAIjW

FHOM
As a bird In tho teeth of the weather
Her letter How over the sea,
And faint us tho night of a feather
It fluttered for shelter to me.
extenAnd wn thought of our sweetheart

dear, without ymi,
I long for the friends of old days.
Of the bunch that hung clustered uboiit
you,
Of the Lake Shore's cool,
ways.
When the white caps came tumbling and
"I am lonely

der

Who held us as lirn.lt In their train,
And we coined tip fine phrases to send har.
Our Dear Little Lady Disdain!
She hoped "we were feeling mueh better,
'flint we hud no reason to pine,"
And tho dainty perfume of lior letter,
Crept over our senses HUe wine.
She wrote nhe wn weary of going
i nrough towns that were ugly nnd niu.
Those guides were so Htupld for showing
The gaudy old trinkets they sold!

crashing
And clashed In tho joy of the fray.
Hoarse sea gulls wheeled shrieking and
splashing
to feathery
And the foam churned
spray."

for the region
"I am homesick
That nestles near Michigan's shore
For the friends of my youth who are
legion.
These aristocrats here are a bore.
The bors o Chicago nre spltendld
And bent all the counts over sea.
Sly tlk may bo treason I've ended.
Will oa stand for such prattle from

Through Home and through Florence she
wandered
In Venice she loitered awhile
And her vigorous dollars she Bfiunndercd
While her papa looked on with a smile.
She vrotc she was sorry we parted.
She longed for a sight of our fnce.
Sho guessed "we must feel broken hearted, "
in a flourish of exquisite grace.

me 7"

"Arc von etfll keeping on with your writing?
Is old Bubbly as fragrant of yore?
In tlrlated there's nctlon and fighting
Jack London s In hot Singapore.
Thnt cathedral of Milan wns splendid,
Slim spires tapered up to tho sky,
Tin- air of Htvlera haa mended
i he maiden that went there to die."
"Llko a dove o'er the gray surging ocean
I send all these tidings to you,
As a chevalier show your devotion
You protest you are faithful and true.
And at home do they thlnli of the ranger
Thnt climbed up Mont Blano In the rain?
I'm tiled of roaming, a stranger,
Tt;e quest gives mo exquisite pain."

Sho snld we were foolish to qunrrel,
She hoped we would strangle our pride.
She rolnted the tale with a moral.
Sho snld that the ocvnn yawned wide.
Sho hinted so diukly of danger,
Of a Prince and his "Castle In Spain."
How I longed for tho gore of that stranger
As I thought of Dear Lady Disdain!

-

Yes. Paris and London were splendid,
And the Alps were so rurnl and high.
Anil the Danube was blue nnd was blended
With tho tint of a languorous sky.
Sho said. "1 am glufl you are fretting
Knr mi! when 1 wander In Home,
And I think you unkind for forgetting,
To send mo tho tidings from homo."
"Thanks for those books thnt you sent mo,
Hudynrd Kipling Is losing his grip,
Tho tnlos of Hrot Harte that you lent me
Served to heighten tho Joy of tho trip.
Mnrk Twnln Is still taking his pleasure,
Sashaying nbont nt his ease.
Maurice Hewlett hns taken tho measure
Of our cousins from over the seas."

ALOJVG

THE
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Sho Mid that her love was unbroken.
She fa Id that her love would endure,
To seal It sho sent us a token
"To shut up your mouth to be sure,"
Twas a gift from tho fairest of misses
Just us sweet as the ring of a rhyme.
'Twas a cluster of maidenly kisses,
She sent from a fair, alien clime.
James IS. Kinselta.
Registry Division. Chicago Postofflce.
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Nearly a thousand miles of navigable Inland waterways of tho Upper
Orinoco river in South America are

d
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After Lem wont Into the house tho
De'aeon limped home. His wife nskud
him what ailed him nnd tho Deacwi
told her that he guessed his rhnumatir.
wns coming back on him again. Asi
soon as Mrs. Butterworth found oat
tho true stnto of affairs, however,
which sho did within an hour, becnu:o
kind neighbors
and friends went
straight and told her, tho way sic
then layed out tho Deacon was something nwful. Sho scored him till a f,y
wouldn't light on him. Sho also called
Mary Brown a hussy and a minx ami
as a result the two women are nut
now on speaking terms.
It will tako this awful scandal p.
long time to blow over and wo no
sorry It hnpponed.
Subscribo for tho Bugle. Full attention given to scandals in its
Blngvllle Buglo Items In Boston Post.

s.

Long Drive of Aged Man.
days ago Nathaniel Millike i
of Buxton Lower Corner, Me., who ts
in his 97th yeur, rodo to Saco In an
open buggy, a distance of eight miles,
to pay a nonresident tax bill
in? to 54 centt.
A fow

;

SWINDLE
a

In tho Paris Matin M. Hardouin,
writer and llnanclal authority, thus describes im ingenious
plan to hoodwink tho New York customs authorities, which he says was
"There exist in
carried out:
poor devils who can turn out
well-know- n

Mont-martr-

fortune could the owner sell his cargo
the trip profitable.
"Speedier nnd more picturesque
than the Inncha the 'bongo,' or largo
f
dugout,
of which is sheltered
by a wicker or palmthatched canopy,"
the same writer continues, "and a
sight never to be forgotten Is the passing of a bishop or faithful 'padte'
with his Indian boatmen, making a
round of parochial calls requiring,
perhaps, several months' almost constant travel. Tho instant this craft
is recognized the steamer or lancha
slackens speed, and when the padra
glides alongside he solemnly blesses
the voyagers., then thankfully accepting such contributions as are offered
him, and. exchanging a courteous farewell, resumes his solitary way.
"His garb, his
boatman
and the primitive bongo make the
If he
moment
traveler wonder for a
l
hns not beheld a vision of early
days when the hardy
father
fearlessly set up to plant the cross
In tho remotest regions of the interior and a glance at the snore Uno of
tangled primeval forest and the still,
lifeless track of waters fn his wake
almost confirm him tn the strange
fancy."
of hides so ns to mnke

entirely undisturbed by commerce exLaid Out the Deacon.
his arms. Tho Deacon tried to ex- cept such as may bo carried in an
plain, but I. oni he flung open the occasional canoe or "lancha." "Tho
kitchen door ami got the Deacon start- Janclm Is simply a light scow
boat, litted with a single
ed out and then ho glvo him a kick
that sent tho Deacon sprawling Into mast, from which, however an enora snow drirt. Lem then follered him mous sail can bo spread." writes a
"With tho summer trado
out Into the yard and when the Dea- traveler.
con got up Lem kicked him down winds blowing from the Atlantic, good
again. Kvery time tho Deacon would progress upstream is often made, but
get up Lem would kick him down. for the return trip tho mast and sails
At Inst the Deacon got tired of this aro stowed away and the force of the
and so ho didn't get up ho just layed current is depended upon, aided in
there and so Lem he walked back into the dry season by the use of poles
the house and demanded a explanation or oars. If the westerly winds have
of his wife. She th rowed hor arms set In, of course, It can sail back as
around Ills neck and told Lem that well, and at times a little craft may
)e seen with sail set, tacking down
she didn't love nobody but him and
that when the Dcncon put his nrms stream in the teetli of an oasterly
around hor she didn't think no more wind, but this is sorry work. On my
about It than sho would if her own trip from San Fernando do Apure, infnther had of done It and so Lorn he deed, we picked up a passenger from
forgive her, but he didn't forgive the a Innchn hniling from tho town of
Arnuca, who Informed me with no
Deacon.
disgust, thnt the voyage had alIt appears that tho jury which Lem little
ready lasted two months, and Cludad
was serving on was dismissed SaturBolivar was still far distant. The
day afternoon until Monday and
lunchn, If I remember correctly, reachhe would spend Sunday .'it
port just two weeks after wo did,
homo so ho wnlked all the way frcut ed
course, by no possible good
tho county sent and got there just In and, of
time to see his wife In tho Deacon's
or'flnt-bottome-

OHIJVOCO
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Rembrandts better than Rembrandt
Certain dishonest picture
dealers in Paris know this and give
orders for these 'Dutch' masterpieces.
himself.

At tho bottom of tho canvases tho
Ordiname of Rembrandt Is placed.
narily the dealer sells theso. But It
occurred to ono of them hist summer
that the.ro was something better to
'Theso nre good,' he
do with them.
said to tie ragged painter who brought
them. "Put your own name on them
Why
In plmjj; of that of Rembrandt.
The artist
glvo hf.n tho credit, eh?
carrle.'.'t off the canvases, painted out
the ffjise name and put his own In
place at It. Then he took them back,
and the dealer bought them for a
pitiful sum.
"After a tew weeks the dealer sent
the pictures to his correspondent in
Cow York, and at tho sanvi time sent

one-hal-

half-nake- d

cole-nin-

If! VICTWRBS
a letter to the customs
authorities
there, telling them that they were
about to be the victims of a tremendous fraud. Two real Rembrandt pictures, recently discovered, were to
from Europe with the name of
Rembrandt painted out and another
insignificant name substituted for it
'Take off tho upper coat of paint In
the right-hanlower corner and you
will And that the name of Rembrandt
is there. The idea is to sell these old
masterpieces in the United States
after thoy have passed your administration. I warn you that each painting Is worth at least $120,000.'
"This advice did not fall Into
ears. Tho outer coat was taken
off, nnd sure enough, there was tho
numc 'Rembrnndt,' with the proper
date. Tho customs people demanded
$25,000 for the two paintings, a sum
paid contritely by the correspondent,
who feigned great thankfulness for
being let off for that amount
But
u fori tight later he sold the pictures
for nearly $120,0fo, their authenticity
being properly established by the receipts of the American custom house.
They had cost $20 apiece In Parl."
ar-rl-

d

Contest Notice.

Puerto Pickups.
Correspondence. 1
Wo are having much
lately.

good

wealhor

Mrs. MaywaliJ visited at Locklear's last
week.
Mrs. Lee (lliolson was a jjnesl of tho
Locklear family Sunday.
Miss liffio Campbell is doing good work
in the public school.
J. M. Griggs and A. T. Locklear and son
made a business trip to Tucumcari this
week.
Many new comers have been seen in
this section looking for homesteads the
last few days.
We had preaching at the school house
We hope the sermons will be
Sunday.
continued, as it is seldom we have any

Lund Office.
Cl.AVIMN,

M..

N

January 10, ix(.
sulhcient contest affidavit having been
filed in this ollice by T. II. Sanders, contestant, against homestead entry No. .rs0.

In order io make room for our new spring goods wc offer
the following at greatly reduced prices.

made JuneG,

One lot of Ladies kid Gloves blacks and tans worth
These Gloves range in size from
S1.25 Sale price 75c.
5 U4 to 6 3'4 only.
A
A
All 75c, 90c, $1,25 and S1.50 Cotton Blankets cut to 50c,
A.'
75c; S1.00 and S1.20,
A
A
A few of the "Merit" Shirts left that will go at bargam
prices.

All winter Dress Goods such as Jefferson Suitings, Cecil
ions Mohairs, Panamas and Henriettas reduced 25c and

A

Nice pieces of Embroidery in short lengths from 2 to 5 yd,
pieces will be found in our rcmcnant box at prices that
A)
A.'
will make them go in a hurry,
Wc arc offering great bargains in men's shirts,

A

A

ask about them,

Lady

Contest Notice.

be sure to

A

A)

American

American

Correspondence;!
Tuesday morning Aber, a surveyor from
Tucumcari, commenced work laying off a Department of the Interior United States
John
Land Office.
plot for a town here at Nara Visa.
Burns, the merchant and postmaster, is
N. M.,

Overman, the blacksmith, lost his house
wagon by fire Thursday night.
The
plosion of a lamp is thought to have been
the cause of the fire. His losses, ho says
are about $2, Goo. He had no insurance.
Dr. C. W. Klultz was called to Logan
Tuesday to hold an autopsy over the re
mains of Doniciano Romero, who was found
dead on the pilot of an engine at Revuelto
as the train pulled into that place Monday

A'

A'

Prices on all Ladies winter waists cut just half into,

Idvak

V. Gallegos, a sheepman of Union county,
was here attending to business matters a
day or two.

A

40c on the yard.

ordered

Nara Visa. Booming.

A

A

A

dence touching said allegation at 10 o clock
a. m. on March 12, 1000, before N. V.
United Slates Court Commis- Gallegos,
sione, at his office in Tucumcari, N. M.
and that final hearing will be held at 10
o'clock a. m, on March 19, 100O, before the
with his folks.
Register and Receiver at the United States
Kennedy and wife of Puerto Canyon, Land Office in Clayton. N. M.
are visiting here today, Mr. Kennedy has
The said contestant having, in a proper
been looking over the country for lands,
affidavit, filed November 19, 1005, set
but has not yet found iust what he wants, forth facts which show that after due dili
however, there is as fine tracts as can be
gence personal service of this notice can
found out of doors in New Mexico around
not be made, it is hereby ordered and
by
up
us, which we hope soon to see taken
directed that such notice be given by due
They are the sort of people we and proper publication.
farmers.
need to help us develop the country.
W. Vox Register.

having the work done.
Hravo Ranch, just across the state line
from Nara Visa, Union county, which was
recently purchased by Amarillo capital,
will be put on the market as farm land
during the coming spring. A party of seven
surveyors commenced work Tuesday morning surveying out 50,000 acres into rpiarter
sections.
Immigration continues to come.
The
following names represent parties tiling on
homesteads before U. S. Commissioner
Milton C. Brackeen
Belknap this week:
Isaac Roberts, John Williams, Jodie Wil
Hams, Marion A. Davis, Clarence 1L. John
ston, Jesse L. Davis, Robert T. Wood and
David L. Davis.

Sale

A

mo.!, for Sa SK.j. Sec ., and
North.
Sec
), Township 11
NKi,
i
Range o liasl, by Jesse C. Blaine, contested in which it is alleged that the said
esso C. Blaine has wholly abandoned said
tract; that he has changed his residence
therefrom for more thin three months
since making said entry; and that said
tract is not settled upon and cultivated by
said party as required by law, and that
said alleged absence from said land was
preaching here.
in the Army,
not due to his employment
There is some farming going on now; Navy, or Marine Corps of the United
The spring States, as private soldier, officer, seaman
we see George Clark plowing.
weather we are having will soon start the or marine during the war with Spain, or
work good.
during any other war in whirli the United
J. W. Griggs and family attended church States may be engaged.
here Sunday. 1. Griggs and family were
Now therefore, said parlies are hereby
There was a very good
also at church.
to appear, lespond and offer evi

attendance.
Green Selman, a young ranchman from
the plains was with us last week. He says
cattle are not looking well on the plains.
1
Smith, a young man working for Igo,
came home last week to spend the winter

mm

m mm

Department of the Interior, United.Stabs

Gross, Kelly & (0.

Gentlemen

Shoes

Shoes

Clayton,

January

30, 190G.

having been
filed in this office by J. R. Rowland, contestant, against Homestead entry No. 3375,
made December 11, 1901, for SW.j, Stic
North, Range 31 liast,
ks, Township
by W. L. Foxworlh, contestee, in which it
is alleged that the said W. L. l'oxworth
has wholly abandoned said tract: that he
has changed his residence therefrom for
more than six months since making said
entry; that said tract is not settled upon
and cultivated by said party as required by
And that said alleged absence from
law.
said land was not due to his employment
in the Army, Navy or Marine Corps of the
United States, as a private soldier, officer,
seaman or marine during the war with
Spain, or during any other war "in which
the United States may be engaged.
Now therefore, said parties are hereby
notified to appear, respond and offer evidence touching said allegation at 10 o'clock
lyofi, before N. V
a. m. on March
United States Court Conunis
Gallegos,
A sufficient contest affidavit

II
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Tucumcari,

M.

M. B. GOLDENBERG, Agt.

THE

Legal Tender

Saloon.

The Pioneer House of the Kind in the City.
WINES, BRANDIES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.

10

o'clock a. m. on March 31, 190G. before the
Iiegi-iteand Receiver of the United Stales
Land Office in Clayton, New Mexico.
The said contestant having, in a proper
night.
affidavit, filed January 30, iooG, set forth
T. A. Wayne returned the first of the facts which show that a fur due diliweek from a trip among relatives in the gence personal service of this
notice can
Sacramento Mountains of Otero county not be made, it is hereby ordered and diWayne rays they have had a very heavy rected that such nol'ce be given by din;
snow fall there this winter, but there has and proper publication.
been no extreme cold weather and stock of
KnwAKD W. 1'dx. Register
all kinds are in good condition and liiepeo
pie of the mountains arc generally prosper
W. V, Glenn went to Dawson Tuesday.
ous. since ne leu mere a tew years ago
The wife of M. H. Koch, the photothere has been a wonderful improvement
New farms have been opened up and grapher, has been sick for several days.
orchards put out and many cottage homes
The stork visited the home of J. A.
have gone up on lands that are suitable for Dancer, the barber, Monday night.
The
cultivation.
youngster is a girl.

I

Business and Residence Lots For Sale

AIL'XICO,

and that final hearing will bo held at

Tucumcari Townsite & Investment (o

CALL

AND

SEE US.

MORGAN

.

GRVBBS,
PROPS.

I

Tucumcari Telephone Exchange
Put in a Phone
Now.

Do it

Time is Money.

B. F. HERRING, PROP.

The Phone is a Time
Saver. Ask Central
for Trains.
PA

DD U
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m

v
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SEVEN YEARS AGO.
A

Rochester Chemist Found a

STRAJVGE
Slngu-larl-

PLACES

OF EARTH

y

Dr. Jean Charcot, who led the recent of the greatest size. A big herd wanders down from tho Hanks of Elgon
French nnarctlc expedition, thus describes tho food his parly lived upon and uses a remarkable elephant road,
near the south pole In tho winter of which Is apparently used only during
season of migration.
This herd
1903-4- :
"Besides tho plentiful stores tho
frequently crosses tho NMlo at tho
taken with us, tho huuIh, killed In southern end
exten-- '
of tho lake-likHomo nuniborB at tho beginning of sion
Hippopotami
near Wadelni.
wlntor and kept in Ice, never failed como next in size and aro to bo found
us, though it should be noted that In countless numbers
In the Nile.
wo sometimes
went several weeks When tho tributary rivers aro In flood
without securing any. The meat is they go along way up them. Were It
excellent and the fat proved tcry usenot for tho fact that In the Nile they
ful for melting largo quantities of Ice. aro extremely dnngerous and causo
Tho cormorants, which were equally considerable loss of life, they might
good eating, never left us, while iho well be preserved, for they do little
penguins, although
they abandoned
other harm a very small fence la
their rookery nt tho beginning of win- sufficient to keep them out of cultiter, frequently returned to the Islnnd vation."
In some numbers, except In August
"I wonder," says a resident of Tientand September.
During tho whole sin, "how many persons have troubled
winter tho Hheathbllls lived around to Inquire the meaning of the red band
the vessel like chickens or pigeons, which invariably runs down tho center
eating tho fragments thrown over- of a Chinese envelope? Curiosity led
board. Lastly, wo obtained a considme to investigate tho mystery and
erable number of good fish elthor from it was simple. Tho Chlneso mournthe open water or from holes made In ing being white, that color Is regarded
the Ice, not to speak of tho barnacles as unlucky and tho white envelope Is
easily gathered from tho rocks."
accordingly not only barred with red,
"Hardupp says his word is as good
A traveler on tho upper Nile gives but lined with the same, which is a
as his bond." "Well, I should say It
this picture of big game that abounds color associated
with particularly
was just about."
there: "Of wild animals elephants good fortune. This may bo a wrinkle
take tho first place; there aro enor- for those who have correspondence
Chinese Ruler.
mous herds of them and tho Ivory Is with Chlneso not to use white paper."
Tho Empress Dowager of China
was sold into slavery at the age of
eleven, to save her family from starvation. Afterwards, she was presentwonderful stream Is the river of There are heaps of dust oh! wo loved
ed to the lato Emperor, and, upon his Oh! aUnifs.
them so
wife's death, became Empress.
Her
As It runs through the realm of tears.
There arc trinkets and tresses of hair.
u faultless rhythm and musical
feet were never bound, and sho was With rhyme,
There aro fragments of songs that nobody
taught to read after persistent pleadsings,
As It runs through the realm of tears.
and a surge sublime,
There aro parts of an Infant's prayer.
ing. Tho sterling qualities of thin And a broad sweep
There's a lute unswept and a harp withAs it blends in the ocean of years.
v:onderful woman, llko those of
out strings,
How the winters aro drifting llko flakes There aro broken vows and pieces of
Vltos, have overcomo every obrings,
of snow.
stacle. And she holds herself at tho
And the garments our loved, used to
And the summer llko birds between.
sheaf,
they
wear.
years
how
In
tho
the
And
head of China, as does Vltos at the
como and they go,
bead of breakfast foods.
On the river's breast, with Us ebb and There are hands that are waved when
the fairy shores
Its flow,
By tho fitful mirage Is lifted in air,
Nobody reads Christmas clft bookr,
As it glides in tho shadow and sheen.
And we sometimes hear tluough tho turnobody Binokcs Christmas clears, nobody wears Christmas slippers and There's a magical islo up tho river of
bulent roar
neckties hut in spite of all tlioso
Sweet voices wo heard In tho days gone
time.
things, Christmas rcmnlns a Great
before,
Where tho sortest of airs aro playing.
When tho wind down tho river was fair.
cloudless sky and a tropical
There's
clime.
Oil! remembered for aye bo that blessed
Have Yon Kvcr Spent n Vlntr South T And a song as sweet as a vesper chime,
Isle.
And the Junes with tho roses are strayGalveston has the finest beach In the
All tho days of our life until night;
ing.
South. Tho climate is wonderful. Low
And when evening glows with Its beaualtitude,
humidity
atmosphere,
of
tiful smile.
And the name of this Islo Is tho Long
soothing sea breezes and tho general
And our eyes aro cloning in slumbers a
Age,
restful effect of the easy southern life
while
And wo bury our treasures there:
nil tend to slow down tho irrltnblo
May a lovelier islo be In sight.
There are brows of boauty and bosoms of
heart nnd brain and bring about perBayard Taylor.
snow,
fect rest.
The Colorado & Southern makes a
round trip rate of $48.50 to Galveston.
Mr. K. A. Cooper. C. T. A., 17th and
Curtis Sts.. will toll you about this
place.
There is an Indian legend connected
It Is unlucky to bo run over by an
Prof. James A Graves of this city,
automobilo on tho 13th of tho month.
has just sent to Prof, Surface, tho with tho tree which is generally beMra. TFlnslow'B Sootninir Byron.
stage zoologist, a peculiar apple, the lieved by tho common people of the
Por children teething, toftent tho gurna , reduce! h
strange coloring of which has excited vicinity. An Indian chief of tho
gasnmaUoQ, aUajrt pain, curoi wind collo. 23c a botUe.
named Walla Wocka, was out
his curiosity and for which ho cannot,
A public necessity should never bo
nlthough ho in a botanist of forty hunting one day and wns murdered
made a private graft.
years' experience, account, says the by a member of his tribe, who, In orIr.t ilnr'n nail if Dr. Klllift'allrput S'ervo llntnr. Philadelphia Record.
der to conceal the crlnie, burled his
er Send for FKKt BVi.OO trial bottle and trratlte.
Prof. Graves says that last summer body at tho foot o ftho old opplo tree.
pit. It. It.KI.INK, Ltd., Kit Arch Street, l'hlladelitita, I'a.
ho was at Stockport, Pa., and was
Tho disappearance o ftho chief reMay we remark
that tho museum
freak who swallows lire is a light shown a very old opple tree on the mained a mystery to his tribe until
eater?
estate of Ann Preston. He was told the fall of the year, when tho apples
that it bore apples with greenish yel- being plucked, were found to be blood-red- .
Those Who Have Tried It.
low skin under which was a blood-roWill use no other. Defiance Cold Water Starch has no euual in Quantity pulp to tho core. Ho arranged that
Searching for tho causo of this
or Quality 16 oz. for 10 cents. Other several of tho apples should ho sent transformation, members of tho tribo
brandB contain only 12 oz.
to him when tthey ripened and ho redug about the roots and found tho
They arc ordiIt Is the woman with a new hat who cently received them.
body of their murdered chief.
never complains becuuso the sermon is nary looking on the outside, but upon
'ing drawn out.
Ever since thou tho apples have rethey
aro
first
at
open
cutting them
,
st.y those who reclto
blood-reand near the core turn to a mained blood-redA CiUAItANTEKD CUKE FOR PII.KS.
Illlml, llleeillnir, Protruding l'llen.
tho legend.
purple.
to refund mutiny If l'AZO
Hro authorized

Effective Medicine.
William A. Franklin, of tho Franklin & Palmer Chemical Co., Roches
ter, N. Y., writes:
"Seven
j'GarB
ago I was suffervery much
ing
through tho failure of the kldncya
to cllminato the
uric ucid from my
system. My hack
very lame
was
and ached If I
overexerted myself In the least degree. At times I was weighed down
with a feeling of languor and depression and suffered continually
from
annoying Irregularities of tho kidney
secretions. I procured a box of Doan's
Kidney Pills and began using them. I
found prompt relief from tho aching
and lamenes in ray back, and by tho
time I had taken three boxes I was
cured of all irregularities."
Sold by all dealers. 50 cents a box.
Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
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APPLES OF STRAJVGE

Is Disease a Crime ?
Notvory long ago. a popular magazlno
published an editorial article In which
tho writer assorted, in substance, that all
dlsciMo should b regarded as criminal.
Certain It is. thnt much of tho sickness
and suffering of mankind Is dun to thn
violation of certain of Nature's laws.
Hut to suy that all sickness should bn
regarded as criminal, must appeal to
every reasonable Individual as radically
wrong.
It would be harsh, unsympathetic,
cruel, yos criminal, to condemn the poor,
housewifo who sink
weak,
under tho heavy load of household cares
and burdens, and suffers from weaknesses, various displacements of pelvic
organs and other derangements peculiar
to her sex.
Frouuent benrtnir of children, with its exacting demands u:on tho system, coupled
d

with tho cure, worry and labor of rearing a
largo family. Is often tho cause of weaknesses, dernmremonts and debility which aro
household carat,
nnrrnvnled by tho many
work which
nnd thn hard, and nover-endln- ir
to perform. Dr.
tho mother is called upon worlu-famod
remPierce, tho maker of that
edy for woman's peculiar weaknesses and
ays
Ills Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription
that one of tho greatest obstacles to the cure
of this class of maladies is tho fact that tho
poor,
housewifo can not get the
needed rest from her many household cares
and labor to enable hor to secure from the
use of his "Prescription "Its full benefit. It
1h a matter of frcuuunt experience,
he aayi.
in his extensive practice In these cams, to
meet with those In which his treatment falls
by reason of the patient's Inability to abstain
from hard work lone enough to In; cured.
With thoso sulTerlnir from prolapsus, anto-versland retroversion of tho uterus or
other displacement of the womanly orffans.
to takthat. In addition
it is very necessaryPreMTlptlon
" they abstalri
ing his "Favorite
from being very much, or for lonir periods, - on
their feet. All heavy lifting or straining- of
any kind should also be avoided. As much
out-dolit
air as possible, with moderate. II ifthis
Let
oxurclso Is also very Important.
patient observe "these rules and the "Favor-it- o
Prescription will do tho rest.
Dr. Pierce's .Medical Adviser is sontrcc
on receipt of stamps to pay oxpenso of
mailing nnlu. Scud to Dr. It. V. Pierce,
stamps for
Buffalo, N. Y.. SI one-cecovered,
or 31 stamps for cloth-bounIf sick consult thn Doctor, free of chargo
by letter. All such communications aro
held sacredly confidential.
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets Invigorate
and regulate stomach, liver and bownis.

THE MAN
BEHIND THE SAW
lias easy work If It's an Atkins.
Tho Keun, clean cutting eiigo
ra
aim punuct mirer ui

&3k

muse ii ruu
without l) u Ck'"ling
to
No "humping
do with the l'erfcc-.i-- ..
if...it
Hut thcro ore other men behind
the AtkinsSaw. Tlio originator of
BiLvr.n BTBEL. tho finest cruclblo
steel made, was a pood deal of a
DlHiio

secret tempering process was likewise a man of
.
brains and genius.hlsh-elas- s
workmen behind
And thcro ore
this saw, masters of their croft, whose skill and
to
make the
pride of workmanship hae helped
Atkins Trade Mark an assurance of quality as
reliable ns tho Govrrment assay stamp.
We make nil typos and sizes of Saws, but
only ono grade the licst.
Atkins Saws, Corn Knives, Perfection Floor
Pcrnprrs, etc , aro sold by all good hardware
dealers. Catalogue on request.

COLORING

CO. CO., Inc.
E. C. ATKINS
Saw Manufacturer! In the World.

Largest
Factory and Executive OfScei, Indianapola, Indiana.
Sew YorV, Chicago, Minneapolis,
IHIANCIIES!
I
Urmtihlit. Atlanta and Toronto, (Canada).
1
Accent no Subititute Inikt on the Atkins Brand
u

1

:

sntrTnY

GOOD DEALERS

EVERYWHER1

etti

State AKfiitx for

HANCOCK DISC PLOW

d

Ineludinp tho reversible nnd steam
plows. If your denier offers you Imitation, wrlto us direct.
THE PLATTNEK IMPLEMENT CO.
DK.WKH, roi.u.

Drug-glu-

OlXTMKNT fulls to cure In

U

to It days.

SOo.

The parrot used to bo called a popinjay, but now it is usually
called
Polly.

Important to Mother.
Examine carefully every bottlo of CA8TOIUA,
a safe- - and imre remedy for ttifantt and children,
and tee that It
Bear the
filgoatnre
Over 30 Year.
Tea Kind You Uavo Always Bought.

Is Uh For

SE J A TOR
j
'

The late Senator Rollins of New
Hampshire was at one time grently
annoyed by a persistent ofllccseeker,
who took advantage of every oppor-- I
lunlty to press his claim.
It is said that on one occasion U
happened that both wero on a steam-e- r
between New York and Boston, and
seeing an Influential
the
politician of the Granite state in conversation with the senator, and one
whom he know to be friendly to him
and an ardent friend and admirer of
the senator as well, begged hli to say
a word to Senator Rolllnc In his behalf.
Tb.le the friend gladly consented to
office-seeke-

Many a girl who married for lelsuio
has repented in a hurry.
Superior fiuallty and extra quantity
must win. This Is why Defiance Starch
Is taking the place of all others.

Christmas Is kapt ns a holiday and
the Fourth of July as n holler dny, but
Thanksrrivlnp: is not n hollow day.

lSED WARM

WORDS

do, knowing nothing r. the annoyance
to which tho senator had been subjected, and he was somewhat surprised, therefore, when, later in tho
evening, ho alluded to tho matter, to
have Senator Rollins very Impatiently
and emphatically ndvlso him to go
back and toll the man to go to well,
pot Iceland, by any means, or anything llko It.
The politician was pqu".? - the occasion, however, nnd or. n rnlng to
his friend ho said, in reply ti wtvr
questioning as to what tho seuatoi
had to nay:
"Well, Bill, I guess It's r.ll right,
for he spoke very warinly oi yoii lu- -

deed!"

NOCK O

GARSIDE
Manufacturers
ot
Electric,

Hydraulic,

Belt Power
Hand and Sidewalk

ELEVATORS
j
I

Phone 604
WaiM fit..
DENVEH, COLO.
1 Bin

Professional Cards.

Vsvrning Order

In tho District Court, Territory of Now
Mexico, County of yuny.
M. C. MliCHEM,
Montgomery Hull, Plaintiff,
District Attornky,
vs.
Nuw-ftlu.'iqp- .
Ida 1'. Love, Defendant,
'ucumcnri,
To Ida F. Love, Defendant in the above
entitled cause;
C. DAVIDSON,
You are hereby notified that tlio above
entitled cause, in which Montgomery Hell
Law,
Attornky
is plain till and you are defendant, lias been
commenced and is now pending against rucumcan,
New Mexico.
you in the District Court of Quay County,
New Mexico, the object of said action be
ing the foreclosure of a certain mortgage
M ATTKSON & MATTIiSON,
dated July 7th, igo, given by you to the
Law.
Attorn kys
said plaintiff to secure the payment of
your certain promisory note of said date,
Ollice over First National Hank
for the sum of one thousand three hundred
Now Mexico.
I'ucuincati.
nml lifiv (Si iso.oo) dollars, with twelve
( 12) per cent interest from date until paid,
and ten (io) percent on the amount un RliNlCHAN
& THOMPSON,
paid if placed for collection in the hands
of an attorney, whereby you mortgaged
Lots numbered four and live .
and 5) in block number thirtyfivo
(35) of the town of Tticumcari,
New Mexico.
Santa lre,
N. M,, and as shown on the offirecord,
on
town
cial plat of said
with the Recorder of said county,
J Ii. WHARTON,
Plaintiff prays judgment against you for
the sum of one thousand eight hundred
Attornky
Law.
(SiKoo.oo) dollars, with costs, and for the
I do a general Civil and Criminal prac
sale of the premises above described, by a
tice. Give promt personal attention to all
special master., to be appointed by the court business.
to satisfy said judgment, and for general
New Mexico.
Alnnwtfordo,
relief.
And you are hereby further notified that
unless you enter or cause to be entered, (HAS. A. LAW,
your appearance in said cause, on or before

(.

at

at

Lawyers,

0. K. MEAT MARKET. )
STREET

&

at

JONES.

Fresh and Salt Meats, Pigs Feet,
Tripe, Lard, Bologna.,
Butter and Eggs.
Oysters
in Season.
and
Fish

Poultry.

Attornky
Law,
the third day of Marc' , 190G, judgment by
Land Practice before the Department of
default will be rendered against you in
said cause and the relief asked for by the the interior and the Local Land Office a
Specialty.
plaintiff will be granted.
CiiasI'. Downs,
Clayton,
New Mexico
(Seal)
Clerk.

at

PHONE 34.

MAIN STREET.

Louis C. Mfeld, Ally, for

PHIL,

address Las Vegas N. M.

i

WE MEET

P. O
j'LlvSt

"EO. D. MARTINEZ

TRAINS AND TAKE CARE OF YOUR BAGGAGE.

Countv Survkyor,

To Whom It May Concern

All business entrusted to mc will be
Notice is hereby given that the under
signed did on the 0th day of January, KjoG promptly and accurately attended to
Office at Court House
in precinct No. 5, County of Quay, taks up
a bay pony gelding i. hands high, white Tucumcari,
New Mexico.
spot in face and white left hind foot, tin
Y
D
broken branded
connected left thigh
MISS LILLIAN PRUETT.
years old, and that the owner thereof
will forfeit said horse unless he shall prov
Intructions in Vocal and Inownership thereof and pay all legal charge
strumental Music, For Terms
thereon within seven months from this
apply at Methodist Parsonage

The Glenrock Hotel

i

0. J. HARRISON. PROPRIETOR

,

,

Opposite Rock Island Depot
Tucumcari,

,

Rotes Reasonable

New Mexico.

v.

::
.:

e:

ii

date.

THE ONLY FIRST CLASS HOTEL IN THE CITY.

January

ah,

190G.
K. W. Wallis,

,juay,

I

.

U. Mew Mexico.

J

1

Notice To Creditors
TUKKITflKV OK NliW MEXICO
CotlNTV (IK ,)tAY.

...

(

-

Incorporated January ist mo..)

WINDOW GLASS

A SPECIALTY--AL-

L

SIZES

Doors, Sash, Moulding, finishing. Lime, Cement
Your patronage is appreciated
CALL

Tticumcari,

and GET PRICES

GET THE BEST
The Best in FRESH CANDIES Novel Omnire
The Best in FRESH FRUIT
ZZrrt )
f
The Best In GROCERIES
The Best in TOBACCOS ami CK1ARS

You
1

hodicj for shipment

I).

Ohtkna, Administrator

CONFECTIONERY

:Geo.

McCar$ar

Prop:

Tobacco, Cigars,

,

can get them all at The TOP NOTCH

a specially.

Orders taken for Monuments,

ICtc.

LAND OFFICE.

S. C. CAMPBELL,

fife.

Preparing

ceased.
Notice is hereby given that letters of
administration upon tho estate of I'etra
Mestas de Ortega, deccasaed, having been
N. V. GALLEGOS,
granted to the undersigned by the Hon.
U. S. Court Com.
S. Montoya, Judge of the Probate Couit of
(Juay countv, on theyth, day of January
Land
Filings,
Final
Proofs, Contests,
Etc. njud. All persons having claims against
and all land matters attended to.
said estateor firm of Patra Mestas de Orteg
No charge for final proof applications.
will be required to present the same with
Okkich at Coukt Housk.
in me nine auoweo oy law, or the same
N. M. will be barred. Dated the yth day of Jan
The Lodges
nary, njoG.

Juan

if

,-

Complete Slock of Funeral G001I1.
SS

CO.

TH

KOCH-

Funeral Director and Embalmer.

)

)
Pkoiiatk Court.
listate of Pctra Mestas de Ortega, de
JACKSON-GALBRAITtt-fOXWOR-

M. H.

Soft Drink's, Fruits,

$

.'fir

Hooks, Magazines, Notions

Knights of Pythias
Tucumcari Lodge No 29, meets every
Wednesday
evening
Visiting brethren
cordially invited
C C Davidson, C C
l
L I Iuntkk, K of H s
A. F. & A. M.

Tucumcari Lodge No. 27.
Meets every first and third Monday in
each month.
Visiting brothers invited.

John

liTc:.

Tucumcari,

-

.

N. M.

M.

C

15.

Mkciibm, Sec.

Wiiitmokic, W.

M

HAWTHORN TREE THEIR MA8COT
Family Fears Disaster With
Decline of Relic.
In two notablo cases in Britain tho
family mascot is a tree. The foundation of Cawdor castle, near Nairn,
are built round a hawthorn treo, and
there is an ancient tradition to the
effect that the disappearance of this
treo will bo a sign that dire misfortunes will shortly overwhelm tho family. "Freshness to tho hawthorn troo
of Cawdor" Is consequently tho hap- Scottish

Creamery

Doctoring Trees With Chemicals.
More than a year ago wo called attention to the fact that a certain company of men were selling to the farmers a process for doctoring trees with
a chemical compound, says the Far
tilers' Review. The plan was to boro
a hole In :ne tree ana
insert In it
some hind of a mysterious compound.
Generally tho loading agent of the
company went to tho orchard, bored
tho hole in the tree.j himself and inserted tho compound. He claimed that
this would protect the trees from all
kinds of blights and all kinds of insects. Ho charged for his work 50
cents per tree, but liberally allowed
the orchardlst to pay half down and
the rest some months later. Tho absurdity of the thing should have prevented farmers from taking up with
tho scheme. We published a warning
at the time those men entered the
field.
Soon we began to receive letters
from Michigan saying thnt tho agents
were working there and that thousands of trees wore being treated by
them. In a visit to southern Michigan the editor of tho Farmer's Itevlcw
discussed
tho matter with many
orchardlsts and with the director of
tho substation at South Haven. Mr.
Farrnnd as well as other experienced
orchardlsts warned tho fruit dealers to
beware of tho fraud, but tho agent had
persuaded so many of them that many
hundreds of orchardists purchased
tho treatment from the agent. In one
county alone 30,000 trees were trentcd.
i'nis represented $15,000, of which half
was paid down, the agent thus receiving $7,500.
Later a few trees were treated on
the experimental farm and the compounds were actually taken out and
analyzed by tho experiment station
men. Tho compound was found to consist of some very simple chemical, a
chemical which could in no way affect
the health of the tree. The thing was
a swindle pure and simple. It was reported that tho agent never returned
to collect the other 50 per cent, it is
probable that he never will nttempt
to collect it, and it is further probable
that he never intended to collect it.
It proved a mistake, however, to
allow trees to bo treated on tho experimental farm, as It gave
agents an opportunity to say these
when
they went to the eastern states to begin their work that tho process had
been tried and approved at the Michigan station.
We hopo that this lesson, though
costly to the fruit growers of souuicrn
Michigan, will prove of some vnluc to
other fruit growers that may have tho
opportunity
to waste their money
upon tho samo kind of treatment.
The Idea Is not n now one and has
been worked in various forms In different parts of tho country for a great
many years. As It has proved so exceedingly valuable to tho men who
claim to know tho secret, it Is certain
that they or others will continue to
work it from time to time in various
parts of tho country.
Wounds on Fruit Trees.
eastern fruit grower says:
Ycunds of any considerable
size
should be given a coating of paint or
some other durable substance. A suitable dressing must possess two distinct properties. It must check the
weathering of the wound and prevent
tho growth or bacteria and fungi, and
it must bo of such a nature as not to
Injure tho surrounding bark. Tho
dressing Is of no value in tho healing
of tho wound, except as It prevents
decay. For general purposes, a white
lead paint Is most satisfactory. It is
an antiseptic, and It adheres closely
to the wood. Wax, shellac, tallow, etc.,
are lacking In both respects.
Bordeaux mixture would be an admirable
material for this purpose If it wore
more durable.
An

Milk Supply.
Bhould bo established
whero tho milk from 100 or 500 cows
cannot bo obtained. Fifteen years ngo
It was believed that a creamery could
bo successfully run on the milk from
300 lo 350 cows. Thnt may have been
No creamery

so nt that time, but at tho present
time the expenses of running a creamery are very much greater than they
were fifteen years ago. Tho wages of
men have advanced very imich and
creamery supplies have in some cases
doubled in price. Tho commissions
for selling butter are larger than they
wore, because It costs more to run
tho establishments of the commission
men. It therefore requires n larger
volume of milk to produce the same
amount of revenue. Investigations In
tho Stale of Iowa show that a large
number of creameries supplied by loss
than 500 cows havo been compelled to
suspend operations, due to tho fact
that they could not secure enough milk
to yield them a profit on their business. It is for the advantage of the
farmer to havo his creamery supplied
by as many cows as possible, for the
reason that the less the cost of making a pound of butter the greater will
bo tho price of milk received by tho
farmer. Thus in the largest factories
it costs only one cent per pound for
making butter. This is equal to four
cents per cwt. of milk. In somo of tho
smaller creameries it costs as much
a.s $.025 for making a pound of butter.
Every farmer should encourage his
neighbors to keep more cows if they
are supplying milk to tho creamery.
In some cases farmers that are prominent In tho production of milk seem
to havo a jealousy in relation to the
matter, they being prominent in that
line. But they should understand that
tho more cows kept tho better it Is for
them. Tho other men are not competing with them in tho production of
milk, but are
with them;
what benefits one will benefit the
others. Large creameries seldom fall.
This is because they aro able to sell
all their products to tiro greatest possible advantage. They are able to dispose of their buttermilk nt largo prices
because they can send it In considerable quantities to distant markets,
whore they can secure permanent customers.
Tho small creamery is unable to handle such a trade, and when
try
they
It they frequently lose It because there comes a time when they
nro unable to supply tho quantity demanded.
Tho very foundation of successful
creamery work Is a largo milk supply,
and every man
Interested In tho
creamery, whether ho be tho manager,
butter-make- r
or patron, should labor
for tho Increase of tho milk supply.
Tho limited milk supply is tho danger
point. It is at this point that tho
creamery Is more likely to fall than at
any other, and if the amount of milk
be too limited to yield a profit on the
returns, no kind of flue
no nmount of skill in selling, and no
measure of cleanliness about the factory can prevent Its being a failure in
the end.
butter-makin-

Calves that aro to be raised should
not bo left with the cow more than
twenty-fou- r
hours after birth. Feed
them for three weeks with warm,
sweet milk Just from tho cow, however, then begin to drop off the new
gradually
milk and add
sweet
skimmed milk. At three weeks of age
the calf will take somo bright hny.
Place it in a potato crato near enough
so that tho calf can get at It and yet
not bo apt to tip it over. It will prevent bowel troubles and make tho calf
grow nicely.

The Deadly Chicken Mltc.
Herewith wo Illustrate tho deadly
chicken mite (magnified 25 diameters). The mite at its natural size
can bo readily known and recognized
by means of the naked eye, but a
magnifying glass will mako him still
more apparent. These mites aro very
destructive to poultry and kill more
young chicks than nny other post.
Their smnllness makes them hard to
fight. They multiply with great ra- pidity, and it Is not unusual to find
all tho crevices In a poultry house
harboring these mites. Sometimes a
single crevice will hold ton thousand

mites. They swarm on fowls when
they arc at rest, and more than one
sitting hen has had her life blood
sucked out to such an extent that sho
has died hovering her eggs. To fight
these minute creatures it is necessary to have all parts of tho poultry
house constructed nf matched lumber
and the cracks filled up with some adhesive liquid such as whitewash. The
roosts and all nests should bo movable. Nest material must be frequently changed if the mites aro about.
The roosts can bo washed with kerosene or sprayed with kerosene emulsion.
Confined Birds.
I havo seen a great deal in tho papers about the superior laying that
can be done by birds that havo the
run of the farm. Now, I do not believe
that. I think it is better for tho fowls
to havo the run of the farm, as they
aro healthier that way and also hunt
their own living, eating up the bugs
thnt would otherwise injure tho crops
of tho farmer. Hut for the more laying of eggs I think hens in confinement aro as good as any. ,1 find that,
so far as tho eggs are concerned, I
get the best results in the latter part
of tho winter when the ground is covered with snow and when tho hens
would not run if they could. February and March aro tho best egg
months with me, with April a good
third, but the record in April is not
due to the fact that the fowls have
the run of tho farm. I am willing to
admit, however, that as hens are
kept on somo farms they will not do as
well shut up as running, for tho reason that they aro stuffed all winter
with an unnatural combination
of
foods.
I do not feed my hens in
that way,
but see that all through the winter
they havo as good feed as they would
get In tho summer time. They have
groen stuff and all the lime, meat, grit
and tho like, they will eat. I try' to
glvo them a bulky food. If they have
that kind of a food it takes them
longer to do tho work of digestion, but
tho work is not so hard on tho digestive organs. I nm not much in favor
of feeding tho fowls only three times
or twice a day. I think if they have a
bulky food they can eat about when
they want to and It will do no harm.
-- Phoebe Caldwell, Butler Co., Ohio

Scientific dairying requires a close
study of tho feeds of dairy cows.

Fall pigs are very unpopular with
the farmers. This is because thoy seldom make money out of tho fall litters. Tho cause of this falluro Is the
lack of facilities for taking care of
young pigs in cold weather.

Moldy hay should
dairy cows.

The fall is a good time to construct
poultry bouses.

not be

fed

to

'

i

Hawthorn tree In Cawdor castle.
plest form of felicitation to tho Camp-- i
bells of Cawdor. The tree must bo
about five hundred years old, accord-- ,
to the most moderate computation, so
that there cannot be very much
"freshness" about It at tho present
day; but It still has its roots In tho
soil and Its stem rises through the
lloor of one of the dungeons, whero It
may still be seen keeping the ancient
legend in countenance.
DOG'S

NAME

IS

IN

DIRECTORY

Fut

Down on the List as "Robert
Badgero, Watchman."
"Robert Badgero, watchman, 39
Wc.st street," is the way it read in
the Utlca city directory, and tho woman who responded to the bell call told
the man at the door that "Bob" was
in.

"I'd like to see him," remarked tho
caller, for ho was in search of a
watchman for his establishment.
"Here Bob! here Bob!" called the
woman, and a lively bull terrier rushed
into the hall.
And then the woman laughed, for
the Robert Badgero In the directory
was none other than "Bob," tho mas-co- t
of tho Utlca & Mohawk Valley
Railway company, who had been listed In tho directory as a "watchman"
because that's just what ho was.
Bob is probably the only dog on
who has his name In a city directory. He is the property of Mllford
Badgero, private secretary of General
Manager Allen of the street railway.
Bob is known by all employes of tho
line, and Is always a
passenger, who need pay no fare.
A short time ago Bob went to Rome
with the company's claim ngont, and
became strayed there. When the claim
agent reached homo Bob was there.
Ho had taken an earlier trolley.
Philadelphia Public Lodger.
rec-or- o

Girl Is Hunting a Bachelor.
Miss Anita Westton, West Somer-illo- .
Mass.. has written to tho South
Dakota census department asking to
ln put In communication with some
bachelor.
She calls attention to a
'lipping showing tho preponderance
r men over women in South
Dakota,
says:
my
"It almost takes
breath away to
(hlnk of ail those bachelors out there.
Here, it is Just tho opposite. Now, If
t"iu bachelors aro really so plentiful,
!" put mo in communication
with
Lew of thorn right away.
'Consider It your duty as a Chris-tio. only pleaae don't Infer from this
tl lit any man will do."
Census Comitlssloner Robinson ia
.'.ilng his best.
Mi-- l

c
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The Tucumcari News
Published Saturdays
By S, R, May
at Tiiciuncari, New Mexico.

Official

Paper, Quay County.

Subscription, $1.50 the Year
a

lecond-cbt"Entered
oltice Jl Tucumcari,
March J, 1879."

If the

s

miller October JO, 1903 at the post
New Mexico under ct of Conp.rcsi id

"lid" was ever down titt-

M. C.

.

House
Mechetn

is going to make an effort to col

lect delinquent taxes. If the long
list of delinquents would pay up
the county would be in much bet
ter condition to meet its obliga

tions

in 1006.

A western

newspaper offered

the

prize for the best answer to
conundrum: Why is a newspaper
like a woman?" The prize wa
won by a w o tn a n in Oklahoma
who cent in the following answer
"Because every man should hav
one of his own and not run after
his neighbor's.

.li-a-

IKllllf

"Howe"

by

Townsend,

Stamju'd on a loal of
bread.
Kor those round cream
luaws, cal at

The Pioneer Bakery.

Win. Troup

:

i

when Unit

l

4

want to get hold of some good piopnnui nnvv 'IS it IIKIV le too
-

COAL DEALER

ate after awhile.

AND

CITY TRANSFER

Green Va.Uey
Correspondence.

of Michigan

and the fight will likely take
week or more of the season. This
question is considered one of th
most important ever before Con
gress, and is universally consider
ed a correct method of remedying
Notwithstanding th
this evil.
tremendous protests of the roads
it is the accepted theory at this
time that rate legislation must be
had.
The Hepburn bill attempts
to place under supervision of th
inter-stat- e
commerce commission
and for
every form of inter-stat- e
eign commerce and all instrumen
talities of commerce and transpoi

Though the railroads
tation.
The United States, we are told
claim the bill to contain drastic
hauled thirteen millions tons of
and to be ultra anti
freight last year. We don't doubt provisions
significance,
in
Mr. Town
railroad
the figures in
the least, as Tucum

What's in a name?

for the purpose of increasing its
you
See all of the Southwest il
membership and to discuss matters
for
looking
of importance that should now be want to, but il you are
razn
i""1
good agricultural
considered by the business inter
be had
may
out
The
lands
community.
where
ountry
ests of the
homestead entry, see .u"
look for our town is very bright at
If you are mowing
present, and if the proper spirit is Countv first.
by the community for a good growing town that will
manifested
there are many good things that each a population of four or ln
inhabitants m a i w
we may be able to get. We must thousand
II .nil
cannot
get together, though, or we
years, COine to iinnuuu 1.

er anywhere Sundays than it has expect even that which we are en
been here lately, then it was clear titled to.
An agricultural experi
down, that's all.
ment station we must have, and a
systematic way of advertis
Delegate W. II. Andrews has more
ing to the outside world what we
introduced a bill in Congress for
and what we can do in agri
have
the purpose of creating a new ju
we ought to provide.
culture
dicial district in New Mexico. The
dispatches do dot say where this
The debate on the railroad re
district is to be located.
bate bill has been opened in th
District Attorney

-

her:..
m
im "
Commercial Club Will Meet at Town life Ot space
"Tenderfoot
Hie
ver you see
Hall
amping around in journalism,
issue
will
The Commercial Club
editorial nbililv lhn can't
call for a public meeting at the ,e.v is
stray
had al a first Monday's
Town Hall next Tuesday evening

send says the remedies it promise

Mr. and Mrs. Owens and daugh
ter from Arizona have been visit
ing Mrs. Owens' father, Milton
Dudley, the past two weeks. They
for Tucumcari,
ft Wednesday
where they intend to take tlu tiain
for their new home in Texas.
Condy Carmack has gone to Tu
cumcari to spend a few days.
J. T. White has most of the lum
ber hauled for his new house.
Aber, of Tucumcari, was in th
neighborhood last week, where he
surveyed several claims lor new

settlers.
Walter Bennett's mother and
brother went to Tucumcari Tiu s
day on business. In their absent
Miss Olive is staving with W. II
Burton and family.
lulward J'ulwood has his sod
house nearly completed and will
soon occupy the same.
Doran is putting a root on hi
new stone house.
Thomas davis is drospecting lor
water on hie homestead.
Buck is having school section
No. if, range 35 east, township 10
inclosed with a three wire knee.
uwens, tlie elliaeut teacher at
.
...
Il
ivevwuuo, spent nisi Saturday in
Tucumcari passing examination
for certificate.
W. li. Kew went to Tucumcari
Thursday after lumber for hi
house which he intends to build mi
his homestead.
1
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BARBER SHOP.
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W. F. Glenn. Prop.

Correct Treatment of Customers.

BATHS.
TniMiinrari,
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4?
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4?
4?
4?
sni.K ACKNT FOK
4?
4?
4? Heims Scharnagle
4?
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can helped out to beat the band
are the very least the people will
last fall while we w e r e shipping
accept.
sheep, wool and corn fed steers to
We didn t know just how long
them" hungry easterners. Our
Select and
stockmen are getting ready to heir they were going to be about it, but
4?
we rather suspected that Secret
raise the figures next year.
4?
4?
ry Raynolds' appointment won!
4?
The Alamogordo News s a y oc continued.
Cf Cf
jneiewimio po
V V V
f
Bivby Born on Train
prices of real estate are holding litical scandals that are hatched
4?
A Mrs. Mullens, of Bovina.gave
uj
II
up well in Alamo despite the fact by Dick, Tom and Harry don't cut 1.Mo:..i.
on want a load of ood
...
.1
oaoy
in iu ,1 1...
gin on tile
morn
that "move the shops" has been much ice after they travel all th ing train shortly after it had left 4t
the bugaboo for a long time. Few way from New Mexico to the S
the station at Bovina Saturday 4?
4?
morning.
The passengers gavi 4?
towns in New Mexico have had the ate of the United States.
4V
the lady the name of "I'auliiu
lit.. d knocks that have been given
4
and
presented
a
tier
purse
with
of
4?
Alamogordo, and the thunder of
The third issue of the Koswell
S25.
The railroad company will 4? Call
up M. B. FOWLER
is, some of it has been done by Tribune, the new republican weel
me yuuug lauy a 4?
kim,- Il
people who should have been lit ly of that growing metropolis, Ik pass, as is the custom in sm h 4?
4?
fast friend.
cases.
There have always reached our exchange table.
49
4?
been a few lunatics inhabiting shows newspaper proficiency, ed
All persons knowing themselves
4?
thereabouts who were read y to itorial ability and
that indebted to the City Meat Market 2
throw their hands up every time a means success.
We arc glad to will please call at once and sctth
4?
4? Phone
rain storm came, fearing it would note the "impressions of a
W. B. Jamil,
"
45
4?
be a SQQond Dolugo.
taking up a good moas- Mngr. tf
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Local and Personal

I

!

0

T. A. Dodson has iihout recov
Wall paper for sale at Camp- cruel from his recent indispositon. bell's.
tf
T. Lewis, with the Brown Shoe
W. C. Culberson, a Dodson
Co., was a business visitor Thurs- stockman, was here Tuesday.
day.
I am selling Victor
Coal. Just
Cattle Inspector McQuade at- received two cars,
tended to business in his line at tl
M. B. Fowler.
Hoy Tuesday.
Supt. of Schools M. Rudulph
T. J. Harnett, a Quay County was 111 town yesterday looking
ranchman, was in town yesterday after school matters.
for ranch supplies.
Whoever has
Castle Crane- Miss Maggie Tulfer, formerly crow nlease return, b. C Lamp
with a Pittsburg dry goods firm, bell.
f
has been employed as saleswoman
1M. u. Uoieman reports
a new
at Gross, Kelly & Cos.
girl at his home.
The little lady
J. T. Keogh, representing Sim- arrived Saturday.
mons Hardware Co., did business
errv lelireys, canton, ftlo., an
with the Tucumcari trade Wed- attorney, was Here tins week on
nesday.
professional business.
Luciano Garcia was kicked by a
C. G. Stevenson, train master
horse a few days ago and was so. on the R. I. located at Dalhart
incapacitated that medical aid was was here yesterday.
called Thursday.
He is reported
Albert Ziegler, of the firm of
improving.
Colin, Ziegler Wool & Hide Co.
Rev. J. F. Hedgpeth is out Denver, was a business visitor.
among the country folks this week
Messrs. Street, Alex. Goldenberg
looking over the prospects for sup
and M. C. Mcchem were in Clayton
plying their wants in the way of
on a business mission of sonic sort
religious services.
a day or two.
J. P. Donohoo, agent at the
A Mr. Martinez and Miss Cecilii
Dawson depot, has bought four
Perea were married here Monday
splendid residence lots this week
1 hey reside in
tlie country near
in the Russell addition from Col.
here.
Human.
Walter T. Taylor, of Dalhart,
J. A. Street has bought the old civil engineer, is here looking at
headquarters S T ranch from the 1
ucumcari property witii tlie view
Parjarita Cattle Company.
It in
of making some investments.
eludes a section of land. The
F. L. Carson, master mechanic
consideration was $6,400.
E. Gordon, road foreman of
and
C. A. Richardson, Henry Pfaff's
on the S. W., went to
emrines.
representative, went through to
Alamogordo, yester
from
Dawson
Dawson Wednesday.
He will
day.
stop off as he returns to El Paso
to look after business interests they
James LeinhaVt, leasing the Bell
Ranch farm, tells the editor of the
have here.
put up 100 tons of
Col. Human is going to put out News that he
he is selling in
which
hay
meadow
He is
145 trees on his homestead.
for
$12 per ton.
market
local
going to put down a well and build the
i.i-t-

H

I!. dOLDENBERO

Alamogordo, New

Rooms by tlie ilay9 week of
th Electric flights.
Bath, hot and cold.
Phone

M. A. CUMFFIltf,

Prop.

(0.

THE ONE PRICE MERCHANTS

All goods marked
in plain figures.
All winter gooils
must he closed out at
once., regardless of
cost.
Mew arrivals daily
in Ginghams, JLawns
and JLatlies' Dress
floods.
Most complete line
of merchandise in
this part of the

The M. B. Goldenberg Co
THE ONE PRICE MERCHANTS

W, T, NICHOLSON
General BlacKsmithing and Wood Work.:

....

HORSE SHOEING A SPECIALTY.
Main Street

Brannen
Max Tofoya's wife returned to
a residence this spring.
is also going to put out an orchard day from a month's visit among
G. L. Eslingcr, of Dodson, was
on his lands which join Col. relatives in Las Veuas and Santa
II email's farm.
Fe.
miying iarm
in town iiiursuay
He with many others
supplies.
is farming out there and has made
a success of it. Me now has thirty
acres in cultivation and is putting
in more this year.
He raised 37
bushels of milo maize to the acre
just sodded in. Turnips he raised
Cor. 9th St. and Delaware Ave.
a world of them, and sweet pota
toes he grew 20 to the hill, Irish
Mexico
potatoes do not do very well until
the ground is farmed a year or
The Tennessee Triumph,
two.
I
he says, grows very well, oats do
I 111011
well and wheat he thinks will do
well, but little has as yet been
planted here. Corn grows well on
old land; June corn on which the
shuck grows tight and keeps the
52
weevil out.
He raised radishes
out there that weighed 3 pounds
in 1894, the dry year. His turnips
weighed 5 pounds; and he raised
melons and other things galore.

The Glenmore

0

THE

Tucumcari, N.

M.

Max Tofoya is having his house
painted this week. J. Brannen is
doing the work. Brannen also has
contracts to paint the residences
of Uncle Tom Bvrd and Ed Ellis.
Mrs. Harry Grubbs, who was in
the St. Elizabeth hospital at Lin
coln, Nebr. duringthe latter half of
January, writes her husband that
she is now up and out of the hos

pital.
Randall

&

Co. of Mannsville,

I.

T., are going to put in an exclusive hardware store here this spring.
They have a representative here on
the ground now looking after their
interests.
Miss Emma J alms and her sister,
Mrs. Ed Ellis, are going out next
week to hold down their homesteads. Miss Lu Cooper will keep
store for Miss Jahns during her
stay on the ranch.

t

saying that ho would bo In tin
same seat as on the evening provlcus.
went through my part with a strange
burden weighing on my spirits. Tlu
'gaze of a whole audience seemed ta
me to have concentrated In that or.
pair of eyes. After tho performance
he stood at tho stage entrance as oo
lmmov
foro with the same statue-likability, tho same Immutable sllonco,
the same steadfast gaze."
"But why diil you not manage to got
an introduction?"
"But there was George, my dear.'
"But you liked him?"
"I will not say."
"You
After a pause I Inquired:
surely made some Inquiries nboul
him?"
"Oh, yes. Through a friend I learned
his name, that he was wealthy, of high
social standing, and of Irreproachable
Why ho should havo beec
character.
so attracted to mo la ono of tL)se
things that we can't analyze. Ho was
said to be rather odd. Well, I flmillj
awoke to my responsibilities, and
tho courage to do what I should
havo done at tho beginning. My unr-rlage to Georgo was made known tc
him. Tho result was quite contraty
Knowing him to
to my expectations.
bo somewhat a mnn.of the world,
had presumed that ho would awake
ply

When Trouble Comes.
W"on troublo Is
l.alc do thunder, wld his drummln'
"Kep hi di middle or de road,"
It's mlKhty risky, ellmliln high
Won de hairleae come by
So. "Keip In de middle or de road!"

e

Do wniT Is IjIk nil wide.
So. look out fer time an' tide
"Keep In do middle or de road,"

Kt you ellmb on hlph at all,
You must plek a plaee ter fall.
So, "Keep In de middle er de road!"
Atlanta Constitution.

D0
(Copyright',

GSSB

1903, by Daily Story Pub. Co.)

With Miss Aillno Klmbnll, prima
donna of the Witches of Orloff opera
company, I had just passed thiough
the s ago door to the street after a
performance,
when, from
matinee
among the bystanders grouped about
the stage door, a ragged, degraded
looking man. bearing the marks of the
ravages of drink suddenly sprang forth
and, grasping my companion about the
waist, kissed her repeatedly in spite of
her violent efforts to free herself. Supposing him to bo a maniac or crazed
by drink, I was so fearful of violence
that I stood for the moment unable to
move. Arline's face Hushed scarlet,
her black eyes Hashing angrily, as she
finally broke away from him. Then
noted u quick change in her demeanor.
She suddenly grew pale and her expression softened.
"Release
him!" cried she in a
strange tone. "Do not harm blra; do
not call the police."
Tho pitiable looking wretch when
freed from the rough hands immediately bowed his head in humiliation and
in a broken voice began to beg pardon.
Arlino without a word pressed a banknote in his hand, then drew mo hurriedly toward her carriage. We drove
off in haste.
Amazed as
was at this extraordinary affair, I was even more puzzled,
for In it there seemed to be a deeper
significance than there should have
hoon in a mere sudden impulse of a
maniac. But although we were close
friends
had bt.cn schoolmates
when piils I felt
a too delicate affair to rry in'o she must have perceived my rjno
however, or per- 1

"Then you have met him before?"
"I have seen him many times,
though not purposely, but I have never
spoken a word with him. You see,"
she settled back in the seat n little
more comfortably, "I first knew of him
when I was playing a minor role in
"The Merry Wizard" opera, you know.
That was four years ago." She looked
reflectively out of the cab window and
remained silent for some minutes,
seeming lost in reverie.
"Four years ago "
"Oh, yes," resumed she, passing her
hand over her forehead. "Pardon mo
for breaking off so abruptly. Well,
was making my first distinct success,
although I had but a minor part,
livery one said I was accomplishing
a great deal with small opportunities,
and as I reconsider, I can quite agree
with them. The 'Wizard' had been
running but a few days when one evening I received at tho stage entrance
a note from a stranger. Now, you
must have heard, dear, of the audacious letters that a successful actress is
sure to receive from the opposite sex,
letters that deserve to bo torn up and
thrown away without as much as opeu-Inthem."
"One, I suppose, of the many annoyances that you are obliged to endure."
"Only too true. But this note was
quite odd In its way. The writer was
so modest as to not even sign his
name. He made no silly compliments,
merely stating that he desired to be a
pood friend, but proposing no plan by
which wo could become acquainted.
To appease my probable curiosity, I
suppose, ho mentioned the exact seat
in tho front row that ho would occupy.
There was a note of sincerity In the
letter that Impressed me strongly, but
as you know I was at that time
to George, although that fact
was kept to ourselves, and of course
I
placed no serious thought in this
stranger. I was merely amused, curious, half expecting it would prove
some sort of a joke.
"Later in the evening was presented with an enormous bunch of rcses.
On tho Card attached was the simple
lncrlptlon:
"A3."
"I expected that after the performance, as a matter of course, ho would
be waiting for mo at the stage door
and would there attempt to speak to
me.
confess I was a bit troubled
about that, so I purposely fell In with
two girls who were going my way up
town, though of course I didn't drop
a word to them, about my new
I
As
friend.
walked
out with
them,
there close by the door
stood my mysterious admirer, faultlessly
attired in evening dross,
looking In every partlculur a gentleman. Not a word; not a move; not
be slightest attempt to attract my attention. Ho seemed content to simply
devour mo with his eyes.
"Tho following evening
found him
at tho stage door llko a sentinel on
I
watch. As
passed by I was alone
this time, for I bad forgotten all about
him during tho day still no word;
but ho watched me go in as though
his eyes could not rost on mo long
nnough Moro tufts with a noto slm.
g

1

I

1

WORE THE OTHER'8

COAT

Between a
Amuolng Incident
Short Man and a Tall Friend.
A coat comedy occured recently In
Two em.
a Chicago press bureau.
ployeen of tho concern, one extremely
thort, the other tall, had been detained
overtime, and did not leave tho ofllco
until the hooks In tho coatroom were
practically bare.
The short man entered first, and
r.fter washing his face and hands turned to the hock where he was nccustom-eto leavo his overcoat every day.
What was his surprise and disgust
to find nothing there. Then began a
An

"Who Stole My Coat?"
search among the divers garments
which remained hanging on tho wall
to reveal tho missing coat, but to no
purpose. Finally giving up in despair,
the little man seized the first coat lie
could lay his haiuhji on and set out fo;
ome. It proved a fair fit, and although his heart was filled with anger
at tho usurper of his rightful coverings he was partially satisfied.
A few minutes later tho tall man
went
tho coatroom
entered
and
through the same lavatory exercises
an had his predecessor.
This man
was addicted to the use of on office
coat. Removing tho lntter, ho was
surprised to find no garment where
he was used to leave his undercoat
while at work. After appropriately
cursing the thief, he also seized the
pearest coat available, and worrying
hla overcoat on over It, wended hia
way homeward.
Tho two met the next morning In
the coatroom.
"I had a funny experience
last
night," said tho small man, thereupon
relating his difficulties.
"Why, you've got my overcoat," exclaimed the tall man sliding out of hla
garment which tho short man had
worn homo tho evening before.
The latter turned in astonishment
1

1

1

Kissed her repeatedly,
haps expected It as most natural, for
we had been seated in the carriage but
a few moments when she addressed
me with somt ngitation.
"Noll, you've witnessed n strange
scone. Alt, that poor fellow. .My heart
achoTi for him."
"Dut your compassion is 111 deserved," declared I warmly.
"You
ahou'.f have had him arrested."
"N'o, no!
A thousand times no!"
roplljd she with spirit. "When I think
to what a condition he has boon
I feel a strange souse
of guilt,
ami yet I know l cannot rightly bo
s'oaturad."

1

EACH

"The

same immutable silence, the
same steadfast gaze."
from his dream and take a cynical
view of tho affair; and there comes
the sad part of it all."
At this point I fancied that I sitw a
tremor sweep over her, but at the time
-- !'
I felt
half inclined to attribute it to
the jouncing of the carriage.
In a
moment sho resumed her narrative,
but with a slower and more mellowed
tone.
"In a sort of desperation he seemed
suddently bent upon ruining himself
as quickly as possible. Excessive
drinking and gambling drew him rapidly from his high positio.i to poverty
and disgrace. He repulsed all his
"You've Got My Overcoat."
friend's efforts to help him. I racked
my brains to discover an honorable
surveyed his tall friend with
rnd
moans of assisting him, but In vain.
nmazewent.
But his eyes opened still
.Many a time I appealed tc Georgo, but
wider ns ho
he through, I think, a secret jealousy, the statement;was unable to suppress
claimed that all effort was both use"But, by thunder, you wore my over'
loss and uncalled-for- .
Until
coat for an undercoat."
haven't seen him for months, and had
And then both laughed.
hoped that ho had at last succumbed
t'o friendly persuasion."
Has Letter of Trafalgar Sailor.
"But does not his strange behavior
A Manchester, N. H man nas a letof this aflernoon indicate Insanity?"
ter written by Hugh Follnnd on board
"No; from what I know ot iviti
"his majesty's ship Bellona," July
think not. More probably a desperate of
J 2,
SI
Ho was taken prisoner by
passion released of the onds of pro12,
1312.
He was taken prisoner by
priety by his degraded condition. Nell,
tho Ainorlcans at tho battle of I.ako
I ought to do something,
but what? Champliln.
Ho was afterward exwhat can I do?"
For the moment tho rattling of tho changed, but preferred to remnin in
carriage over tho pavements was her this country. He spent the rest of his
only answer; then I indiscreetly gave lite in Vermont.
vent to a sudden thought. "Arlino, If
Wanted Ladder to Reap Corn.
George were suddenly lost from your
A farmer at Crows
life and memory, would jou "
Fork. Mo., In"Nell" sho t..rned toward mo with quired the height of a ladder used by
an
aeiial
diver.
Receiving
a startled look and pressed hnr fingers
the reply
against my Hps "ir you have read that It was about 00 feet, ho said: "i
just
to
wanted
know,
for I'm thinkmy heart, say no more."
ing c" trying to borrow tho thing to
in
use
gathering
some
creek bottom
When you see a girl picking lint, off
a young man's coat in public, iff. n corn I've got this time. Corn Is sh
my way this fall that a
tall
down
r
safn bet that her engagoacat rinc 'i
llko that would bo just the
quits now.
we get. to gathering."
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lad-de-

trick-whe-

Uodson News Budget.
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Atlams, of Quay, sold his home for $750.
Steer yearlings sold hero tliis wi:ek for

0
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,iKANK

P. IIAR MAN, Prct't.

W. P. BUCHANAN,

i$

Cailiier.
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OF TUCUMCARI.-
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General Banking Business Transacted.
TUCUMCARI,

N. M.
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Wallace

SALE

AND

STREET

8c
--
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family.

I

FURNITURE

BAKER.

SOME SPECIALTIES fOR

JSC

CHAIRS

mm

MONTH

Linoleum, Art Squares,
Rugs, Window Shades,
Baby Carriages, matting

AND

ROCKERS

Phone 42.

THE

BARNES & RANKIN,

UNDERTAKERS

1905
Butters In

TlklMdri,

N. M.

AND EMBALMERS.

Season
Membership

lit:

Randall's

furniture.

fcfr

H2SKI-

Main St.

t

o

drivers to all points in the country,
furnished on short notice.

HAY AND GRAIN.

of

b

KSHK

Viims and

is a guest

of William

Tom Horlon and Bun Morn are guests
nt Coopers.
Mrs. Cooper has bought the Iidwards

STABLE.

Good Rigs and Good Horses,

is in town, n guest

Capps.
Gus Keen

is.

LIVERY

Sole Aficnt for

Si;.

0

The First National Bank

A. STREET,

Correspondence.

C

Card

Transferable
Jinn person readinr this card man without doubt or hesita
tion butt into the Lobby Saloon and sample our fine line of
U incs, Liquors and Ci (jars.

HENRY & CO., Tucumcari, N.M.

I

This is S. C. Pandolfo's

I

I
I

Give Him Your Insurance,
Because He Has the Best.

I
I

Gus Huyers has gone to Portales after
horses.
Billingsly has purchased the lid Morton

homestead.

DAWSON
Sec W. M, Troup,

COAL.
the Drayman.

New Millinery.

Tom Morton spent several days visiting
ohn Briscoe.
The singing at Moore led by I.umpkins
was very good.
Our Hats are the Newest
Miss Jenkins has filed on land east of
X
the Medlin place.
Styles.
Peggrim went to Cedar Rincon after the
See
Vs for Fashionable
rest of his cattle.
Jcnna has made a dougout residence and
Millinery.
will put in a large acreage of crops.
Claud Baker and Joe Creswell have
X
MISS EMMA JAIINS.
taken homesteads cast of Dodson.
Messrs. Boatman and McGill, of Quay,
were visitors at Dodson Sunday.
Flinchum, of Moore, attended literary
filing on homestead entries and bronlere Friday night. We don't know whether
cho busting are all the go here lately.
he came to the literary or to see the widow.
Brown has made a large dugout on his The debate was good, except the bachelor
place and is preparing land for farming.
side was not fully represented.
Kccita- Misses Morton, Hern and Frolfer are ions by Omiga Randall, Kffie Hughes and
visiting the Gus Buyers family.
W m . Capps'
va Allen were good.
Ben Hern entertained a large audience oration was listened to with interest. The
with his graphiphoue at Gus Buyer's.
theme ot Bradley and Briscoe was to find
I he old tashionccl candy pulling was a a plan to get rid of old bachelors.
Roy
very enjoyable event at Iislinger's.
'oggrim was Dumosthcuian in his delivery
The horses of L. Hunt got away and and would make a star Populist stump
went to the plains, ate loco and died.
speaker.
John Briscoe is preparing a large acreage
The poultry and swine industries are
of lands for crops; he made good crops
apparently in a prosperous condition on
last year.
Charcoal. We notice at the Briscoe farm
We have land here which paid the culti
quite a number of very lino Chester White
vator $2 1 an acre last year in beans and hogs, raised and fattened on New Mexico
millet.
grain, we also noticed a great many nice
The Allen boys are very successful trap looking chickens and turkeys.
Both Mes-damners; lately tney caugnt a wild cat and
Randall and Briscoe raised turkeys
eight wolves.
for the Tucumcari market last year, and
The candy breaking at Peggrim's was
they were successful in disposing of all they
Miss Myrtle is
very enjoyable affair.
At the home of Mr. Capps
had for sale.
charming hostess.
we saw more hogs, chickens and turkeys.
A good literary was held Friday night at
Mr. Capps said "I raised my own meat
the Uodson School Mouse. A splendid pro
and lard last year and have enough to last
grain was rendered.
me a year, raised on New Mexico pumpMrs. Yarder came in Sunday from the
At Peg- kins turnips and milo maize."
plains to visit her sister.Mrs.Cooper.at the grim's we saw more good hogs.
He said,
Marry Iidwards farm
"I gave Sio for that sow and $2.50 for
lislinger, who made such a success last that pig, seven weeks old, New Mexico
year as a truck farmer, will put in a large sets her own price on such stock and every
market garden this year.
At Moore's
thing else produced here."
A uood crowd gathered at the school
we saw more good hogs, up to the standard
Sun
house for Sunday school and church
Bradlield has fine hogs,
of any country.
day, there being 58 present.
chickens and turkeys. His hogs are gradMiss Clara Cooper and Joe Creswell ed stock and held at $15-0Talk
each.
They have the
were married this week.
about famine in New Mexico; the fabled
best wishes of the community.
honey pond and fritter tree are right
acres around close to the Hradfiold homestead.
Peggrim is breaking out sixty-liv- e
more of sod lands which will be added to Hunnicutt out of one half pound of seeded
his present cultivated acreage.
ribbon cane raised quantity enough to
Mrs. Randall has papered the two front make
G. Davis grew
25 gallons of syrup.
rooms of her residence and has one of the
June corn, frijoles, whippoorwill peas and
prettiest homes in the community.
another pea something like our English
G. W. Jones is farming already. Me says pea, and hooper with great success.
A
"I made money enough last year to pay hooper head measured 20 inches in length.
my debts and have a little bank roll left
Mr. Hughes put up .jo gallons of cucumber
The snellmK matcli baturday nignt was pickles; Mr. Capps put up io gallons; and
Mrs. Hughes, Myrtle Peg Gus Buyers put into his cellar some of the
a good one.
grim and James Briscoe wore the laurels finest water mellons we have ever seen for
Wallace, of Indian Territory, has bought winter use, so you see what the farmers
In the sale
the Harris place for $oo.
are doing out here Buyers raised pcinuls
were included five horses and a cow. W
with as good yields as the Georgia farmers.
welcome the buyer to our neighborhood.
The best pickles we have ever seen were
Murphy, of Ogal Flat, has sold butter at the home of Mrs. Cooper.
They were
all winter off' cactus and milo maize for New Mexico beets ground with a vegetable
Me burns the cactus thorns ofT chopper and then pickled.
cow feed.
Mr. Briscoe
and savs it then makes a very nutritive has grown successfully the Russian sun?bed.
flower, which he feeds to his chickens.
Wm. Capps has finished 11 new barn
we have seen.
which he has filled with milo maize; also He has the best Kaffir corn
has built stock sheds and has sixteen acres
He says
of land now ready for crops.
UBBIiR STAMPS and seals, manu"I have been here three years and hav
factured by lillis Bros., lit Paso.
made good crops every year."
Leave orders at this office.
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MOW CLIMATE

AFFECTS BLONDES
degrees of intensity up tt
absolute blackness Is alono adapter
for lasting existence In most region
of the world."
There Is too much sunshine in the
United States and none of the racer,
thnt have come to this country untl?
recently Is adapted to the climate.
Dr. Woodruff thinks, except tho Jews
All tho rest are degenerating from
cessivo light. The lower Mediterranean races, however, arc now flocking
over, and If tho blondo types die out
ns they did In Greece and Italy during
the decadence of these two countries,
may repeat
United States history
theirs, though Dr. Woodruff believes
that the northern typos may survive
in sufficient numbers to prevent the
destruction of tho republic provided
it takes warning and limits tho franchise to the races represented by
these types.
were reAbout seven centuries
quired, according to Dr. Woodruff, for
the climate of Greece to destroy its
blondes. In 500 D. C, the period of
its greatest literary glory, tho decadence of the Greeks was already eviIn their
dent and shows Itself
literature and art. Dr. Woodruff
points out how ancient Greek statues
exhibit many of the stigmata of
even a famous head of Juno
has arrested development of tho Jaw
and Is "the head of a dying race."
Chicago News.

Did the ancient highly civilized nations of tho past dlo out because thoy

of various

were blondo and therefore unfitted for
tho regions in which thoy flourished?
Dr. Charles E. Woodruff, a surgeon In
tho United States army, who has written a hook on the subject, believes
that this was tho case. Ho maintains
that too much light Is Injurious to
white races through
Its actinic or
chemical effects, from which the dark
skin pigments of swarthy races protect them. Thus ho explains why, by
survival of tho fittest, dark races are
found In tropical lands, why Europeans have always failed to colonize
the tropics and why blondes disappear
when thoy migrate southward.
Says
a reviewer In the Edinburgh Medical
Journal: "Tho blonde and Intelligent
rulers of regions suited better for
more swarthy inhabitants have regularly in the course of ages died out,
while thair subjects, thoroughly acclimatized to their domicile, remain.
Iigypt has been the theater of immigration of intellectual races over and
(ivsr again: in each case these disappeared and civilization decayed,
though the native fellah survived and
survives.
'There will,' tho author
predicts, 'never be another dark age,
for the present Aryan conquerors rulo
it from London and are not colonizers.' While the blonde typo of mankind requires for Its evolution a cold,
dark, northern country, the brunette

Denver Directory
A $40 Saddle for

TUMORS CONQUERED
AVOIDED

OPERATIONS

SERIOUS

$25 C.O.D.

Onqunllflod Sucooaa of Lydla E. Pink
ham'o Vogotablo Compound In tho
Cao of Mrs. Fannie D. Fox.
One of

Tor it nhort urn
only wu offer this
middle Html horn,

rlnrliPS, wool-lltipalctrtx.
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ntlrrujt
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ntir-niIpntlw-coverpin
nvi'iy ri'Kprot, nnd
saddles
to
iMiinl
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for HO very
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the greatest triumphs of Lydla

it
ii t li

Vcgetnblo Compound is
E.
tho conquering of woman's dread enemy, Tumor.
Tho growth of n tumor is so sly that
frequently its presence is not suspected
until it is far advanced.
Pink-hum'-

H.

Ask.

I

e

years;

SADDLES
no other.

fiy

Two
in union
per iluy hotel In the
plnn.

BROWN PALACE

HOTELi

Kuropenn plan, Sl.fiO anil upward.

Oxford Hotel

"wandering' pains" may
come from its early stages, or tho
presence of danger may be made manifest by profuse menstruation, accompanied by unusual pain, from tho
ovaries down tho groin and thigJis.
If you have mysterious pains, if thi'ro
arc indications of inflammation or displacement, don't wait for time to
your fears and go through the
horrors of a hospital operation ; tecure
Lydia ID. PinUlmm's Vegetable Compound right away and begin its use.
Mrs. Pinkhain, of Lynn. Mass., will
givo you her advice free of all charge
if you will write her about yourself.
Your letter will be seen by women only.

1'lrcpriMif.

), fot
Jesse,
years.
The ignorant ne-groes were deceived into believing
'hat it was right to bind theioselves
for such long periods.
"Even at this early day kidnaping
had begun. Negroes whose terms of
service were about to expire wore
seized and carried off to the south
and sold Into servitude more wretched
than before. The hiring of negroes to
work in salt mines, legalized bv statute In 1814, served as a pretext for
holding slaves in other parts of the
state. 'To roll a barrel of salt onco
a year or to put salt Into a salt cellar
was sufficient excuse,' says Gov. Flower, 'for any man to hire a slave and
to raise a field of corn.' "
Wholesome food, sufficient clothing
and lodgings were to be provided for
oacit slave. The outfit for a eervant
was enumerated as follows: "A coat,
walUcoat, a pair of breeches, one pair
of shoes, two pairs of stockings, a
hat and a blanket." No provision was
made for a future increase ano thore
was no penalty for failure to provide
tho original outfit. Lazy or Indifferent servants might, nn an order from
the justice of the county be punished
by whipping.
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When Answering Advertisements
Kindly Mention This Paper.
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25 Cts.

PRICE.

ANTI-GRIPIN- E

CURE THE GRIP

IN ONE DAY

AMM
fi
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O.
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And Produce

Cypress and Pine Tanks
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from Union Depot.
If. MOUSE, Mr.

block

Upeii'i. ISsT HookkeeplnK. Shorthand,
cataloKUn
Kim, w-freo. .SOU KulerprlHO lllilk'.. Denver, Colo.

Dwir Mrs. Pinklmm:
" I take tho liberty to congratulate you on
tho success I have hud with your wonderful
medicine. Eighteen months ago mv monthlies KtopM.d. Mhortly after 1 feltso badly that
I submitted to a thorough elimination bv a
physician and was told that I had a tuiiior
on tho uterus and would have, to undergo an
operation.
" Soon after T rend one of vour advertisements and decided to give Lydin K, Pink-hnm- 's
Vegetable Coiniound n trial. After
trying five, bottles ns directed the tumor is
examined by a
entirely gone. I have
physiefnn and ho snvs I have no signs of n
tumor now. It lins nUo brought my monthlies around onco more, nud I am (jntirelv
well." Fatntio D. For, 7 Chestnut Street,
Bradford. Pa.
Ilu.v
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Carmagnole to the waving of the dise of Butte, where eight hours ts the
black flag of anarchy, but in the sense day's work and $105 the monthly
wage.
civilizathat back in the
Beyond, the Butte miner has nil
tion of the east they rebelled against
poverty and pushed on to the fron- eyes fixed on Alaska. Butte is but a
way station on the road to Caps
detertier,
mined to sail the ship of their destiny Nome.
Butte has a public library and
into pleasanter places than their boyhood knew. From the copper mines churches that rank well with similar
of Berehaven, in tho County Cork, institutions in any American city.
They are well patronized by tbn minfrom tho coal mines of Tipporary.
from the tin mines of Cornwall and ers, it has beautiful and costly public
Europe building, hotels, business blocks and
from wherever In Western
men go down Into the bowels of tho private residences.
Butte is rightly called the Gibraltar
earth for treasure, tho sturdy oung
Every ooncely-ablmen of the mines came to America, of trades unionism.
says Tom Watson's Magazine. At the
occupation is organized, from the
they heard the pin boys in the bowling alleys flnd the
seaboard
Atlantic
story of Mr. Baer and his partnership shoeblacks on the streets to the re
with God in the anthracite coal fields porters on the daily papers, all are
of Pennsylvania, of the company store organized.
Wages arc high. Plumb-orget $8 a day and printers $0.50 for
and tho company Hhack, with Its yela seven and a half hour day.
low fever paint by way of decoration.
In company with
It is the proud boast of Butto that
their American
brothers they started across the con- the greatest mining camp on earth
tinent to the H.'klng Valley of Ohio. has never had a boom.
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Probably nowhere in the world is . thence to the copper peninsula of
there such a forceful, virile body of Michigan, to tho coal mines of. Ml-- I
workers as are the miners of Butte. nois, Missouri and Kansas, on to the
There are no gray beards. They are gold and silver lodes of Colorado and
social rebels; .not that they chant the Utah, and finally to tho miner's para-

Some of tho early laws for the reguvery In what is now I1H- latlon of
nois were curious and interesting. In
Pi of. N. D wight Harris' book on the
subject the author says that in 1803 it
was found necessary to provide some
legal status for the numerous indentured negroes. "Under the provisions
of this code all male negroes under
15 years of age, either owned or acquired, must servo till the age of 35;
women till 32. Children born to persons of color during tho period of
service could also be bound out the
boys for thirty years and tho girls for
twenty-eight- .
All slaves brought into
tho territory were obliged to serve tho
full term of their contracts."
Slaves were easily Imposed upon.
"Most of the settlors owned (slaves
and wero anxious to got as much serThey
vice out of them as possible.
registered them for periods of servitude far In excess of the legal limit,
many being booked to Berve from
forty to sixty apd oven ninety-ninyears. Nlnian Edwards, the first governor of the territory, registered his
slaves as follows: Rose, 23 yearn of
age, for thirty-fivyears; Antony, 40
yevs old, for fifteen years; Maria, 15.
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IS GUARANTEED TO CURE
GRIP. UAU liULU. HcAUACHk AND NEURALGIA.
1 won't Mill Antl.Orlplne
to a ilonler who won't fluarantea
It. Cull for your MONEY HACK. IF IT DON'T CUBE.
JF. IF. Iilcmcr, M. Ii., Manulaoturer,&prfrt07elf, Ho.

HOLIDAY RATES
FARE AND

ONE-THIR- D

To all points In Kansas. Nebraska, South Dakota.. OklulmmaTln-dlaTerritory, Texas, Arkansas. Missouri. Iowa. .Minnesota Wisconsin. Northern "Peninsula or Miclilgan and to Chicago and many points
In Illinois North Dakota and Wyoming.
December 22hd. 2:!rd, 21th.
loth. :ilst, l!io:,, and .ianuarv ,sl'
'
1900. Limit .lanuury Ith. 1!)(m!.
ONE FARE TO COLORADO
POINTS
December Wrd, 21th, 2f.th. :i0th. lilst. l'jori, and January 1st, IU0U.
Limit January 2nd, l'JUti.
J. C. FERGUSON, General Agent,
DENVER, COLORADO.
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ma, and JJavis, ot Kansas
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o
wore business visitors Tuesday. o
Relinquishments, 'Patented Claims and Choice
o
o
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Rev. Reece led the pray or meet- Sullivan is a saloon man of Guy- - o
oo
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They were looking at the
Town
Lots
For
Sale.
ing at the M. II. Church, South, man.
o
oo
o
well
said
they
and
country
were
Wednesday night.
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o
lcascd.
The Ladies Home Mission Soo
o
n. C. Mechem & C. C. Davidson
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o
of
Snipes,
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Alamogorda,
has
ciety, of the Methodist Church,
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o
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Cook
Co,
there
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will
give
nuisicale
a
South,
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Over
o
night o f February 9 t h at the the past two years, was here Wed- - o
church. Admission 25 cents, chil" nesday looking atTucumcari with OoooooooooooooooodooooooooouoooooooooooooooooooooO
the view of locating a dry goods
dren under ten, 15 cents.
elbusiness. Me had instructions from
Rev. Frenclf, the presiding
.777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777
his company to look at Tucumcari,
and
Saturday
here
he
will
der,
Sunday, and will preach Saturday Dalhart and Amarillo,and if he was
o'clqck and pleased with any of these places to
night, Sunday at
Sunday night. (Juarterly Confer secure a suitable building and get
held Saturday night. ready for business at once. They
ee will
Mrs. Mary Aiken, charged with are Racket store people and handle
boy everything that the term "Racket
burying her
Snipes was
alive at Lakewood on the night of Store" suggests.
city,
with
this
and we be
pleased
hearing
January 7, at a preliminary
YOU CAN GET ANYTHING TO EAT AT JIITS RESTAU-MAIhis
will
open
business
he
lieve
grand
the
RANT IF YOU HAVE THE PRICE.
to
held
was
Carlsbad
at
STREET
jury on the charge of murder. here.
Doniciano Romero, one of the
Bond was refused and the woman
old time cow boys with the Bell
was committed to jail.
J. A. Hedgpeth had a letter Ranch people, was killed by a
from his brother in Indian Terri train between Tucumcari and
Monday night. It is thought
tory this week saying that there
Open day and night..
will be about twelve or fifteen of that Romero was caught while tryMis lifehis neighbors who will leave Red ing to cross the track.
Fork, I. T., about the 6th of Feb less body was taken from the pilot
ruary, coming to (Juay County. f the freight engine at Revuelto,
Oysters and Fish in season
Mis brother will be one of the mt being the first knowledge the
,
Prop.
R. P. DONOHOO, M,(r.
S.
his
and
T.
of
the
accident,
with
had
crew
coming
the
party. They are
found
some
taking
was
distance
orse
of
homes.
intention
ack near the track, also the sad
A few days ago Henrv Pfaff, of
and other effects Romero had
dle
Alamo-gordof
King,
A.
El Paso,
J.
ith him. The horse showed wounds
and Carper, manager of
the Dawson coal mines, stopped ibout the hips that indicated that It
e had been knocked off the track.
off a few minutes en route to Dawwas a good citizen, and
Romero
prop
over
some
looked
son, and
Dr. Tomlinson is an Experienced Pharmacist. This is in fact
erty they have here. They ordered his death is regretted by Tucumthe peoples Drug Store. Pure Wines and Liquors for Medipeople.
cari
the casing pulled from the well
cal use Only.
across the street from this office
Stock Sales.
Aviso. Osta es la casa donde Comprar las Medicinas.
and the property otherwise cleaned
I have some good stock for sale. X
up ready for building by April 1st.
Sales will be conducted at my livery
V. N. Moore, who lives out
barn in Tucumcari on the first and
near the Moore post office, raised second Mondavs of each month,
snme of the best Indian corn we beginning with February 5th.
It
II
have seen in this country.
will pay parties wishing to buy
brought in a few ears for the ex good stock to attend these sales.
hibit here that were good ones
J. A. Street.
One of them weighed a pound and
Attorney F. C. Mnttuson has returned
four of them weighed four pound
from his two months visit among relatives
is
This as good in III. Frank says he had good treatment
and nine ounces.
corn as you will see in Kansas or up there and enjoyed his visit to the fullest
anywhere else. Me has some very measure.
fine specinens of swine, too, Du
BAPTIST CHURCH
rock Reds, that are some of Kan
PreachinR every Sunday at 11 AM and
sas' best. Me is now breaking his 7:30 V M
Sunday School at 10 A M
land and will cultivate 150 acre
Junior Union at 3 P M
Me and his sons hav
On February 6 and 20.
this year.
Prayer Meeting Thursday at 7:30 V M
sections and are going Choir practice Friday at 7:30 V M
One-wa- y
and round-tri- p
tickets sold from nearly
Miltom Rkkcb,
all Rock Island points in the North and Central
to put it all to farm as soon as
Pastor
West to practically all points Southwest.
they can.
Rate about half in many cases less than half
the regular fare.
Ml
Try YOUR luck Southwest thousands of people
arc succeeding and making money there.
m
Special Tourist Sleepers on our Southwest
(ft
trains these dates.
for Sale Cheap and (f
ff Business and Resident Properties
f
Favorable Terms,
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M
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ROCK ISLAND EATING HOUSE
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Lunch Counter.

McDER-MOTT-

The Tucumcari Pharmacy

Your Trade Solicited.

Four Cheap
Excursions

Southwest
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REAL ESTATE-

(ft Will be pleased to show buyers the properties of the
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McQee Addition and the
Russell Addition to the Town.
Make Pricei and

Notary Public and

H

Conveyances

f

i

Term.

ff

T. W. HEMAN.
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H. H. Hargis, Agt.
Tucumcari, N. fl.
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moussollne and lace embellished with
embroidery done In narrow satin ribbon in two shades of rose.
These Louis Seize coots keep (heir
hold upon feminine fancy nnd will
prestlgo
retain
their
doubtless
throughout the winter. Almost every
frock and coat of the moment is
trimmed, at least to some slight ex
tent, with velvet.
A velvet coll
Is a foregone conclusion upon almost every coat, whatever be the gent Dal nature of the
coat. The long coaf. tho ISinplrc coat,
and the bolero nry widely In line,
but all have this one feature in common.
Graduated bands of velvet will be
a popular skirt, trimming for silk and
wool frocks, while velvet rovers, collars, buttons, bows and gird.. arc
legion.

WHAT IS BEING WOBN
STYLES THAT HAVE THE
TION OF FASHION.

SANC

Dainty Waist in Pink Crepe De Chine
Dancing Dress for Young GM
Elaborate Tailor-Made- s
Are Enjoying Popularity.
Brilliant Colored Feathers.
Flaunting plumago of most vivid
colorings docks the winter lints of
the woman of fashion, and, curiously
enough, not even the most brilliant
feathers nre left as nature colored
them. They are dyed ven more brilliantly to suit tho millinery freak of
the moment.
Peacock tall plumage Is used In its
metallic blue shade, while the tail
feathers of the same bird aro dyed a
rich brick red.
A London milliner yesterday tempted her customers with a purple hat
of the Gainsborough type, which was
one glorious mass of that magnificent
color known as eminence. The feath- ers on the hat repeated the dye.
A single ostrich
feather, perched
upright, with the tip drooping over a
diamond diadem, Is a form or adornment that is very extraordinary, but
truly piquant when worn by a handsome women in her hair as the coif- fare ornament that accompanies an
empire evening robe. The color must
match the gown.
Brilliant, indeed, are orange and
amber marabout feathers, which aro
as fluffy as a duckling's coat, and like
a rosy cloud is tho same plumage
when dyed a bright cerise. Inulrn

Dainty Crepe de Chine Waist.
--

short-walste- d

velvet-covere-

IIVlll.

Girl's Dancing Dress.
Young girl's dancing dress of white
embroidered tulle made up over white
Ilk, all trimmed with unite satin rib- -

'

Electricity to Harden Tools.
A recently introduced use of electri
city Is the electrical hardening of highspeed tool steels. Tho tool to bo hardened Is held In a clip, and, current
.being turned on, Is lowered into a
strong solution of potassium carbonate. Tho act of dipping the tool into
the alkaline solution completes tho
electrical current, and at once sets
up an Intense bent in the Immersed
part.
When tho tool is sufficiently
heated the current Is switched off;
the solution then chills and hardens
the point of tho tool rapidly, so that
no nir blast is necessary.
In many
hollow tools mode of
steel
it is neecssnry thnt the outside or
cutting portion shall' bo hard, while!
so
the Interior is soft and tenacii-usas to be in tho best condition to resist
the great stresses put upon tho tool
by tho resistance of tho metnl being
cu'. Formerly a boated rod was in- sorted within the tool to draw the tent- per. but this often produced a crack- ing of the metal, and it was difficult
to raise and lower the temperature,
or maintain it at any required degree
until the proper temper was obtained.
Now the rod is placed Inside the tool
quite cold, and the electric current
gradually and steadily heats it until
the correct temperature is readied.
This is evenly maintained until the
tool is tempered.
New Fire Escape.
Invariably In cases of disastrous
fires thero nre more accidents from
panic than from the actual flames. Women especially lose control of their
senses and could not descend a ladder
in safety If one were at hand, probably losing their life in tho attempt. In
such cases it is absolutely impossible
for firemen to render effective aid. In
the illustration is shown a fire escape
invented by an Idaho man. it is so
constructed thnt It can be quickly
raised and lowered, and also leveled
or tilted when necessary.
A
truck
drawn by horses servos ns a means
of propulsion, tho platform tilting on
the truck. Tho tilting Is accomplished
by shafts under tho platform, operated
by a lever connected with gearing at
tho end of tho truck. Anchors, consisting of telescopic rods, are mounted to swing underneath the body, to
prevent the truck from tipping over.

Louis Seize Coats.
A narrow strip of velvet and natln
in two shades of rose was the material chosen for a jaunty Louis Seize
basqulne of a dinner-frock- .
Tho. coat
wa ornamented with large buttons of
velvet in the darker shade of yose, set
lm paste and worn with fichu of creamy

MKft

USE.

With
Needed Restraint
Freedom of Action.
Opinions may differ as to the advisability of using a stanchion for
fastening cows. However, If one Is
used it is desirable thut It allow tho
animal considerable freedom of move- The ono here Illustrated
ment.
swings on a pivot at tho top and hot-- '
torn and has a side movement nt the
bottom of nbout eight inches. The cows
can swing their heads around with
considerable freedom, although they
are prevented from moving backward
or forward as much as they were In
the old style of rigid stanchion.
The stanchion sticks aro made of
strong 2xVs, 5
feet long. Tho
blocks at the bottom nnd top in which
the stanchion works are scant CxG and
about 10 or 11 Inches according to
the size of the animal's neck. On the
top of the head block, plate B is fasbolt, which passes
tened with a
2

d

.
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Blouse or pink crepe de chine made
with groups of flvio tucks and elaborately trimmed with laco insertion
and applique embroidery.
The yoke and elbow sleeves are
trimmed in the snmo way, and tho
corslet girdle and knots of short
taffeta.
Tailor-MadIs Elaborate.
The
suit is variously expressed this season, but there is a certain unanimity on the part of the tailors that a rich broadcloth is tho best
vehicle for their work.
A soft shade of deep rose red, just
what one seej In a jacqueminot rose,
is employed for this smart design,
and there is just a touch of velvet
richly embroidered that makes a suggestion of a vest edging.
A taffeta passementerie
is used to
border tho open front all he way
down, nnd tho easy fullness of tho top
drops into a smartly curved celnture.
Tho coat skirts are npplied whh n
prettily shaped hip seam, deep plaits
in the center front and b'aek, making
for a graceful fullness. Tho sleeve Is
n full glgot model, the shoulder built
out in the form of a cap, and the fullness tapering below tho elbow drops
Into a stiff cuff that rises well up
from tho wrist.
e

long-coate- d

Willow Plumes Much Used.
headgear the willow plumes
hold supreme sway, and many are the
soft falling ways In which these wonLike
derful feathers nre employed.
'he tinsel flowers, they have an artificial air, but this very hothouse quality stamps them ns modish aristocrats.
None of those precious tinseled things
and fanciful feathers may bo seen
next season. However, tho period of
their reign cannot help but bo remembered.

'
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In day

bon and valenclenncs laco, forming
ruffles on tho skirt.
little
The full blouse has a yoke of
guipure bordered with a white satin
ribbon, and the corslet girdle is of
white liberty.
The short, puffed
sleeves are finished with the ribbon
and lace ruffles.

IN

NOW

Combines

high-spee-

Daily Mail.
Of Rainproofed Cloth.
The rainproofed cloths arc among
the best choice In tailor goods. A
soft grayish brown, one of the castor
shades, was chosen, and this is
bound with narrow black velvet on both coat and skirt. The coat
affairs,
Is one of those
with a clover cut drop that comes just
to the curve of the hips. Fancy binding and
buttons for the
trimming.
The skirt Is of medium
width, plaited at the top and with a
scalloped flat flounce applied on tho

BEST STANCHION

Style.
School girls are adopting n style of
hair dressing introduced by a leading
actress one that the family photographer of several years ago commemThe front hair is waved in
orates.
natural fasion, there is a parting that
light fluff and
loses its way tinder
two long braids crossed at the back
and brought around the head like a
fillet,
g

Tho fire escape consists of u coge
mounted on a series of tongs, the sides
of tho cage being arranged to swing
down, so ns to form a platform be-- J
tween the cugo and tho window-sill- .
In this way people can readily pass
irom mo winnow to me cage, a novel apparatus Is provided for operating
the tongs to ralso and lower tne
cage. Levers on each side of the
truck furnish the power. In case of
Are the cage Is raised to the window,
and the occupants of the dwelling
lowered to the ground, the cage affording ample room for a half dozen or
more persons.

i

from the under sido of this plate up
through the 2x0 that runs the entire
length of the stable to hold all tho
stanchions In position. The long Iron
yoke Cwhlch is made of
iron, is
fastened with a staple to the top of
the movable stanchion. The stanchion
is opened by raising this yoke, which
permits it to swing back until the
yoke strikes the bolt, as shown by
dotted line in cut. A commendable
feature of this stanchion is that it
swings when closed and is rigid when
open. As tho stanchion swings back
It falls Into a sort of clevis A, which
makes tho entire stanchion stationary, and prevents tho cattle putting
their bends into the wrong place, or
getting through into the manger. The
bottom of the stanchion works on
a swivel similar to the top. A two- Inch hole is bored In tho middle of
the under side of the foot block D
i
Into which a short
piece of
gos pipe Is inserted. Iron F can bo
either cast or made of strap Iron and
is fastened to the floor. On this tho
V end of the swivel Iron E ride3.
which gives tho sidewise motion to tho
lower part of the stanchion. The upper end of this swivel Iron nasses
8

w "'v iwul uiuuiY iu kivu ii u swinging
motion.
All tho material for making these
stanchions can be obtained at a lumber yard and blacksmith shop, and
1,10 W01'k cim 1)e done
i' a black- smith nnd enrpenter: however. If
thero were a foundry In the neighborhood It would be best that tho foot
Iron be cast instead of being made or
pounded out of strap Iron.
Fish Thnt Are Travelers.
Unlike some round fishes, the flat
species keep to the bottom of the sen
and move along It, traveling great
distances. Records have been obtained showing that plaice have traveled
eighty-eigh-

t

mileB

In

twenty-eigh-

t

days, or an average of not less than
three rallco a day.

Word, V A, personal properly a n d
Aquilar, Jose M, personal properly,
Lot 4 sec G twp 10 n r 32 o
34.77 acres;
nurhcs, "fixes 5 7. penalty 29, costs 35 cattle, taxes 88, penalty
05, costs 35, total taxes 58 penalty 03 costs 35 tolal yG.
total G 34,
1 28.
E2 nw.j sec 35 twp 11 n r 32 e 80 acres;
(Continued from page four )
Williams, J W. personal nronuriv.linrsnQ
Benavidez, Panlin, personal property, taxes 3G penalty
07 costs 35 total 78.
and
cattle,
taxes
8G,
8,9, 10
1
20
20
penalty 04, costs horses, cattle and sheep, taxes G 94, penGo
39
2 iG
07
N2 nw.j sec 2 twp 10 n r 32 e 80 acres;
35. total 22 25.
4
22
alty 35. costs 35, total 7 G4.
17
20
03
70
taxes 1 3G penalty 07 costs 35 total 78.
I. 2,3,4 2
Go
85
Durfeo, S B, personal property and catPrkcinct No. .r
09
2 54
W2 nw4 W2 sw 4 sec 3 twp 11 n r 33 e
2f
7
Bond, Frank, personal oroporlv. horses tle, taxes 1 25, penalty 5G, costs 35, total 1G0 acres;
47
oj
20
70
taxes 2 72 penalty 14 costs 35
0
28
93
18 and cattle, taxes 15 54, penalty 78, costs 12 iG.
05
20
total 3 21.
1
II, 12
85
Pedro Gonzales y Garcia, personal prop29
35 total iG G7.
09
2 3.
40
Sc. sec 4 twp 11 n r 33 c 1G0 acres, taxes
1
5.6
Brokers, lack, personal property, horses erly, catlle, taxes 1 91, penalty 10, costs 2 72 penalty 14 costs
85
32
2 34
09
40
35 total 3 21.
30
1
0
18 and cattle, taxes 13 07, penalty G5, costs 35. total 2 3G.
93
05
20
5.r'
37
85
Gonzales, Matias, personal property,
,o
2 34 35, total 14 07.
09
(Continued on page twenty.)
Cissell, W II, personal property and sheep, taxes 2 83, penalty 14, costs
5
3.4
93
38
05
40
35,
total
3 32.
3.4
44
05
38 cattle, taxes 9 45, penalty 48, costs 35
93
40
Desert Land Entries.
total 1028.
Buchanan Audition
Harland, J M, lot 2, sec 19, twp 8 n, r
1
McDial,
e,
3G
Chas,
1
27
acres,
personal
3:4
Following
is a resume of the law govsc.,
property, horses
sec iy, twp 8 n, r
38
sw.j
93
05
40
1
9.io
38 anu cattle, taxes 8 73, penalty 44, costs 35, 27 e, 40 acres, sw. se.j, sec G, twp 8 n, r erning desert land cntriss, by John W.
93
05
40
1
27
2
acres, taxes 1 97, penalty 10, Corbell.U S. Laud Com., that may be of
4.5
38 total 9 52.
93
05
40
Griggs. J W, personal property, horses .costs 1 05, total 3 i2.
Go
2
to those wishing to lake lands under
2 oG
7.9. o
39
07
Kouhn, G D, personal property, horses the act:
2
38 anu cauio, taxes y 00, penalty 48, costs 35,
93
05
40
anu cattle, taxes 4 27, penalty 21, costs 35,
1
"Every citizen of the United States and
80
85
3
2 74 total 10 49.
i.z.3.9
09
Long, A B, personal property, horses total 4 83.
1
those who have declared their intention to
3.5.6.7
4
Ho
85
2 74
09
1
Martinez, Juan, personal property, become such, over 21 years old, or the
Go
3,11,12 4
39
2 oG anu sneep, taxes 5 24, penalty 26, costs 35,
07
1
horses, cattle etc, taxes 4 G7, penalty 23, head of a family is entitled to 320 acres of
4.5.6,7
85
80
5
2 74 total 5 85.
09
Morris, J T, personal nronertv. horses costs 35, total 5 25.
8,9,10,
agricultural public land.
Every male
and sheep, taxes 14 89, penally 75, costs
u 1 00
Morris. R A, se4, sec 30, twp 8 n, r 280, citizen is entitled to 1G0 acres as a home2 32
,5
1.12
4 44
1G0
1
6
acres, taxes 3 40, penalty 17, costs 35, stead, if he so desires, which limits his
Go
1.2,3
2 oG 35. total 15 99.
39
07
Nix, J II, personal property, horses and total 3 92.
rights to a desert claim to 1G0 acres. A
2 32
5.6,7.8,9 6
12 1 00
3 44
1
Marcus, J W, personal property, horses married woman is entitled to a desert claim
Go
36
2 oG cattle, taxes 625, penalty 31, costs '35,
io.ii.i2 6
07
total 691.
am. t.uue, taxes a 32, penalty 42, costs 35, of 1G0 acres. In other words, a man and
Prkcinct No. 2.
Tofoya & Bros, Nicanor, personal prop total 9 09.
his wife are entitled to G40 acres. A DesAbeyta, Melquiadcs, personal property,
Muniz, Isaias, personal property, horses ert claim must be in compact form unless
horses and sheep, taxes 78, penalty 09, erly, improvements, horses etc, taxes 6 22
penalty 31, costs is. total G 88.
etc, taxes 2 35, penalty 12, costs 35, total good reasons can be shown why it is better
costs 35, total 2 22.
Tofoya, Nicanor, undescibed land in 2 82.
to take in another form.
Carmack, C G, personal property, horses
Muniz, Jesus Maria, personal property,
and cattle, taxes 9 57, penalty 48, costs 36, sec 33, twp 7 n, r 32 e, 120 acres, taxes
Desert land costs $1.25 per acre in mon2 55, penalty 13, costs 35, total
cattle and sheep, taxes 8 39, penalty 42, ey and at least $3.00 per acre in work.
total 10 40.
3 03.
costs 15, total y iG.
The sum of twenty-fiv- e
Santiago Garcia y Herrera, 32 of 1104 of
cents per acre must
Piiecinct No. s.
Nation, F W, personal property, horses accompany the application and one dollar
Bonds, J M, personal nronertv. horsos
SC4, sec 31, twp 9 n, r 32 e, taxes 304,
anu cattle, taxes 4 57, penalty 23, costs 35 and cattle, taxes G 09, penalty 31, costs 35, per acre is payable on final proof. At
penalty 15, costs 35, total 3 54.
least $1.00 per acre must be expended each
total G 75.
Maywald, Mrs M L, personal property, total 5 15.
Peggram, W M, personal property and year in permanent improvements for a
Birch, b, personal property, taxes 72
horses and cattle, taxes 220, penalty ir,
cattle, taxes 9G1, penalty 48, costs 35, period of three years and a yearly statepenalty 04, costs is. total 1 11.
costs 35, total 2 GG.
ment, corroberated by two disinterested
Buckner, T B, personal property, horses total 10 44.
Martinez, Epifanio, personal property,
.
Stern & Nahm, personal property and witnesses, showing how money was exhorses and sheep, taxes 9 7G, penahy 49, anu came, laxcs 1 04, penalty 08, costs 35,
cattle, taxes 15 11, penalty 7G, costs 35, pended must be made. Any thing in the
costs 35, total 10 Go.
total 2 07.
way of permanent improvements count in
Montoya,
Bonds, E T & S E, personal property total iG 22.
Pedro, personal propertv
Sena & Martinez, se, nw., no.j SW4, sec this required expenditure If desired, final
horses and sheep, t.lxos 4 12, penalty 21, and improvements, taxes 4 25, penalty 22,
19, twp 11 n, r 29 c 150 acres, taxes3 iS.pen-alt- y proof can be made in one year.
Final
costs 35, total 4 G8.
cosis 35,'iotai 4 2.
payment is not required until four years
iG, costs 35, total 3 69.
Culbertson, T W, personal property
Martinez, Victoriano, personal property
Sena, Hijinio, se.j sec 2S twp 1 n r 28 after date of filing.
horses and sheep, taxes 7 29, penalty 3G, horses and cattle, taxes 1 52, penalty 08
A map showing the completed plan of
e 1G0 acres, taxes 4 25 penalty 21 costs
costs 35, total 1 95.
costs 35, total 8 00.
Domingnez, Andres, personal property 35 total 481; personal property taxes yG, irrigation must accompany ho application
Rudulph, M, personal property horses
and thi3 map must show the actual plan
and cattle; taxes 2 42, penalty 12, costs 35 horses and sheep, taxrs 2 05, penalty 10 penalty 05 costs 35 total 1 3G.
Spinks, G V, personal property horses contemplated. It is required to put water
costs 35, total 2 50.
total 2 89.
Kicks, Emmctt, personal property, horses
Edwards, Pearl, pcnsonal property and cattle taxes 10 01 penalty 50. costs 35 on all the land in sufficient quantity to reclaim it and if there are any high or unand cattle, taxes 7 40, penalty 37, costs 35 horses, cattle and other items, taxes 8 88 total 10 8G.
Thurlow, S W, personal properly and even places on the land, impossible to irripenalty 45, costs 35, total 9 G8.
total 8 12.
Rush, W II, personal property, horses
Gholson, L, personal property, taxes 1 20. cattle taxes 2 18 penalty 11 costs 35 total gate, this map should show them. With
the final proof, another map, showing
G4.
and cattle, taxes 21 35, penalty 07, costs penalty oG, costs 35, total Gi.
what has been actually accomplished, is
UNKNOWN OWNERS
Gholson, L S, personal propertv. caltlu.
35, total 22 77.
required.
It is required to cultivate at
penalty
taxes
PATENT
LANDS
South Western Building it Loan Asso
os. costs xk. total
01.
.t.
least one eighth of the land.
Hunter, Eliza, personal propertv. horses
ciation, 101 4, sec ts, twp 11 n, r 3G o, S2
NW4 of no4 02 of nw.j sec 2 twp 12 n r
land is construed to mean any
s4, sec 13, twp 11 n, r 36 c, 11W4 no 4, sec and cattle, taxes 1099, penalty 55, costs 32 e 120 acres; taxes 2 oS penalty 11 costs landDesert
will not, in an ordinary season,
that
1
twp
11
r
n,
3G
total
e, 158 acres, taxes 5 90, 35,
24,
89.
35 total 2 54.
when unfed by grazing animals, produce
Hunter, Mark, personal propertv. horse
penalty 30, costs 1 05, total 7 25.
Lot G of sec G twp 12 n r 32 e
acres: a crop of hay, sufficient
in quantiy to pay
Young, C II, lots 9 and 10, blk 13, lots and cattle, taxes iG 18, penalty 81, costs taxes 5G penalty 03 costs 35 total y4
for the cutting, or will not produce an
I2.2
3and4,blk 28, original townsitc; lot 4, 3$,total 17 34.
nw.f n2 ne.i sec 32 twp 12 n r
e agricultural crop of any
kind, in an
blk 7, Russell addition, taxes 17 49, penalMorton, W W, personal propertv. horses iuu ,u;res; taxes 2 72 penalty 14 costs
is ordinary season, without artificial irrigation
ty 88, costs
and cattle, taxes 14 81, penalty 74. costs total 321.
co, total 19 37.
in sufficient quantity to be remunerative.
35, total 15 90.
E2 ne. 02 set sec 33 twp 12 n r 11 e 1G0
PkECINCT No. 3.
Desert claims can be filed on eithet surNelson,
P.
J
personal
property, horses acres; taxes 2 72 penalty 14 costs 35 total
Ashton, Alex, personal property, horses
veyed or unsurveyed land, Homesteads can
and cattle, taxes 8 8o, penalty 44, costs 35, and cattle, taxes 11 53, penally 58, costs 3 21.
be filed only on surveyed land. While
35, total 12 4G,
Ns sw.j sec 33 twp 12 n r 33 o 80 acres:
total 9 59.
there have been no material changes in
1
Otero, Rita S, e2 ne.i, sec 20, twp 0 n. taxes 36 penalty 07 costs 35 total 1 78.
De Baca, F C, 02 1104, sec 12, twp 9 n,
the Desert Land Laws recently, on account
I2.2 S04
80
r
twp
n
e.
nwa.
W2
sec
acres.
30
n
two
r
12
e
n
80
21.
acres:
33
sec'32
r 3G c, 80 acres; W2 nw4, sec 13, twp 9 n,
of so much fraud connected with it, the
r 3G e, 80 acres, taxes G 38, penalty 32, r 30 e, 80 acres, taxes 4 25, penalty 21, taxes 1 3G penalty 07 costs 35 total .1 78.
policy of the government is to give desert
W2 se 4 sec 32 twp 12 n r 11 o 80 acres:
costs 70, total 5 iG, personal property and
costs 70, total 7 40.
claims
special attention to the end that the
1
Fife, Martha E, personal property, sheep, taxes 12 GG, penalty G3, costs 35, taxes 3G penalty 07 costs 35 Total 1 78.
law must be complied with in every reS2 sw.j sec 32 twp 12 n r 33 e 80 acres:
G..
total
13
horses and cattle, taxes 10 04, penalty 50,
spect."
Parks, W C, personal propertv and taxes 1 3G penalty 07 costs 35 total 1 78.
costs 35, total 10 89.
N. V. Gallegos,
bw. sw. sec 23 twp 11 n r 27 e .10 acres:
Griggs, Carey, personal property, horses horses, taxes 10 48, penalty 52, costs 35, taxes G8
U. S. Court Commissioner.
penalty
1
costs
total
04
35
07.
and cattle, taxes 6 40, penalty 32, costs 35, total 11 35.
W2 nw4 se4 nw.i sec 2G twp 11 n r 27 e
Sanchez,
Patricio,
Jose
sw.i SC4, sec 14.
total 7 07
120 acres; taxes 204 penalty 10 costs
is
Queen, J S, personal property, horses, twp 7 n, r 28 o, 40 acres: nw.i ne.i. W2 nwa total 2
Notice to Teachers
49.
cattle and sheep, taxes 21 42, penalty 07, sec 23. twp 7 n. r 28 e. 120 acres, taxes
W2 ne 4 se.j ne4 nw.i se.i sec 19 twp 11
costs
Teachers'
penalty
2
72,
examination on
14,
pertotal
5G;
70,
crade
3
costs 35, total 22 84,
nr28o 1G0 acres: taxes 272 penalty 14 certificates will be held in the third
Tucumcari
Robertson, J 15, personal property, horses sonal property and ahecp, taxes 1 25, pen- costs 35 total 21.
3
Public School house the last Saturday in
and cattle, taxes 12 15, penalty Go, costs, alty oG, total 35, total 1 G6.
Lot 4 sec 4 lot 1 S2 ne4 sec 5 twp 11 n r January A.
D. 190G. All teachers wanting
Scott. lacob. personal nronertv. lmrsRQ 29 o
35, total 13 ro.
157.90 acres: taxes 2 91 penalty 15 to teach in Quay County who
have not ac
Smith, Robert O, personal property, etc, taxes G 5G, penalty 39, costs 35, total costs 35 total 3,41.
quired their certificates, please attend, as
liors'is and cattle, taxes 20 31, penalty 1 02, 7 3o.
NW4 sec 17 twp 11 n r 30 e 1G0 acres; no
permits will be granted after that date
Wise. J M. personal nronertv. horses taxes 2 9G penalty 15 costs 35 total 3 4G.
costs 35, total 27 G8.
under any circumstances.
18,
11
and
cattle,
taxes
5G,
penalty
costs
Edwards, Jeff, personal property, horses
W2 sw.j ne. sw. sec n twp 11 n r 32 120
Respectfully,
and cattle, taxes iG 53, penalty 83, costs 35, total t2 09.
acres; taxes 2 04 penalty 10 costs 35 total
M. RuDULl'H,
No,
0.
Precinct
35, total 17 71.
4
County Supt,

The Delinquent Tax List.
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"I thought you wouldn't care to see
me," ho replied. "Your thoughts and
interests scorned olsowhoro."
"Oh, you noticed, then!" sho said,

TIIU TUCUMCA.R1 NEWS
TUGUMCAKt

-

NEW MEXICO.

Admiral Train might lmvo avoided
If lie hart claimed that ho
mistook that Chinese lady for a deer.
nil trouble

Tor several reasons the disappearance of Poblodonostseff's name- from
the public prints will be a welcome

It Is oslimated that $20,000,000 Is
spont annually for silk hosiery by
women who fear that they may llgufe
in a wreck.

abstractedly.

nt six o'clock.
Tlint seems to mc tho pi oner tlmo to
sleep.
I much dlsllko to wako up with n start,
Ami leave tho downy mattress with u
leap.
I llUo to lie abed till clKht or nine.
Or ovhh ton, If 1 can nave a cliancc.
And much It troubles mo to have my
rent
Disturbed by some unkind, discordant
voice.
I

ilo not like to rise

It makes mo anpry when a needless nolso
Awakens me before tho proper time.
In such a case tho awful things I think
Could hardly bo referred to In this
rime.
So everybody In tho nclBhborhood
Will kindly duo precautions take
To let no careless voice disturb my rest,
And let mo sloop until I choose to wake.
Somervlllo Journal.

TT0T

HUT

When "heart words" can bo bought
for a cent n column, who will be so
unfooling as to refuse to indulge in
a few throbs?
Thore are reports of revolution In
Astrakhan, and the curly coats will
be high in price this winter, as they
are every winter.
At Baltimore a city ofllclal protestagainst having his salary raised.
He evidently believes it is worth good
money to bo advertised.

ed

An Eastern man has had five bullet3
cut out of him and is still able to take

nourishment.
If ho lives long enough
he will be a human sieve.
Sir Thonins Lipton la going after
He realizes that advertising is a waste of money unless
you stick to it persistently.

ihat cup again.

Tbo comment is made that King Al- fnnsn Is fnlftnr n lnti! tlmn In nlf1f nnf
a wife, but all married folks will agree
that that is the wisest way.
Bo Lady Hartopp Is to marry Earl
Cowle.'f, who was the corespondent
in her divorce suit. Having had the

game, she Insljts on the caudle.
There
condition
Germany
nation is

is really an uncomfortable
in the relations between
Each
and Great Britain.
trying to govern its tongue.

An "entertaining conversationalist,"
child, is a person who says a lot of
things that agree with what yoi
think, but which you cannot remein
ber.
Sir Henry Irving changed the name
to which he was born to one more to
his liking, hut he would have made
any name illustrious.
Boston
The wise farmer will
cord wood this winter.
have plenty of dry cord
next winter if there is
In the spring.

cut plenty of
Then ho will
wood to sell
a coal strike

Perhaps the man w' o declares that
most voices sound snappy and disagreeable over the telephone has been
asking his acquaintances to make him
a small loan of $10.
Since they made Raisuli a provincial
governor in Morocco ho has been cutting up fatter than over. "Well, that's
tho way some American governors do
when they are legalized.
Tho president of San Domingo has
ordored printed fi.OQO copies of Wag-ner'"Simple
for distribution
among tho people. It may encourage
the natlvos to wear a shirt.

Julian Hawthorne is authority for
"Very littlo that is
tho statement:
roally worth remembering Is said or
thought after midnight."
And Mr.
Hawthorne 1b a married man, at that.
Reports from Sofia say that "a lady
Is operating in tho Caucasus.
Sho Is foolish for operating where
money is so scarce when slio might
conio ovor Itoro and have a booth nt a
charity fair,

bandit"

ii

ii

r
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(CopylBht, 1005. by Dally Story Pub. Co.)
"They're lino nights to sleep that's
dnys
had brought
October
Brown
nuiiKcnt scents of woods and fields. all I see In them," said Ward.
Roso sighed, and wished tho young
Susans deck
Ragweed and Black-eyeman were not so intensely practical,
The grass crackled
ed the roadside.
Tho next night when Ward was at
underfoot. The russet oaks and yeldown on Tho Nutshell, he saw a transforma- low birches looked gaily
dreamy
fields of richest tlon in Roso. The
plowed
freshly
brown. These vere busy days on tho look sho had worn of Into had given
farm wiih the corn to bo shocked. way to sparkling, happy eyes and a
fruit to be picked, beans threshed and suppressed excitement of manner
tho air of ono who has heard good
late potatoer to dig.
cool evenings
news. With a pang Ward wondered
Tho crisp, keen-airewere spent by Ward Drlscoll at Tho what had wrought this change. Two
Nutshell, as ho had always dubbed or threo times she scorned on the
the pretty littlo cottage where Rose point of telling him something, and
had lived her young life. She was then evidently reconsidered tho Im
sweet and fair, and he had always pulse.
His next visit chanced to he in tho
thought of her as his sweetheart, until
thla last fateful summer, when her morning when the Rural Route delivparents had admitted to their heartu ery was made. He noticed how eagerand home a summer boarder, a young ly she watched to see if tho man
poet from the city, but ho had gone would stop nt tho box and how quickaway now, and Ward was patiently ly sho ran out and seized the letters.
waiting until Rose's thoughts should A look of pleasures Hashed Into her
face as sho selected one. His obagain turn unto him.
Toward the last of the month tho servant eyo caught tho fine stationThe bustlo of ery and the city postmark.
farm work droned.
field work was over the corn shockWhen ho called that evening Rose
ed, the apples gathered, tho cider and was so absolved in writing that sho
applo butter made.
did not hear him enter. When he
"It's fall in earnest, Rose," said spoke, sho quickly turned over tho
Ward, one clear, cold night, looking sheet of paper on which she had been
up at tho sky streaked with Northern writing, and It seemed to him ihat
lights, the silvery frost on tho grass she wore an expression of detected
Throughout tho evening sho
and the heap of squashes on tho guilt.
porch.
kept casting surreptitious, longing
"Yes," she sighed, "it's kind of lone- glances at her unfinished work and
some to havo all the work done a was anlto distrait of manner.
Ward cut his call shorter than
usual and went home depressed and
disheartened. For a week he did not
go near Tho Nutshell, or any of tho
places where he would he apt to encounter Rose, but remained at homo
brooding over the fact that sho was
not for him.
One afternoon Roso appeared In tho
doorway of his home, radiant and'
charming.
"If the mountain won't como to
etc., she quoted, laughing.
"Ward, mother sent me over to toll
you that she was lonesome for the
sound of your voice."
AH tho wounds in Ward's heart began to ache at the sight of his erstwhile sweetheart. Ho found no reply
ready.
"You stay to supper, Rose," said his
mother, "and Ward will drive you
Lome. You haven't boon hero In ages."
Rose promptly accepted tho invlta
tlon, and kept up a gay chatter all
through tho meal, but she was dis
turned secretly at tho serious face
and mien of tho young fanner.
After supper he went to tho barn
"Thy're fine nights to 6lcep that's all
to harness Black Beauty, and his
I see In them," said
Ward,
sort of Saturday night feeling. 'When mother said, Impulsively, "Roso, my
tho frost is on tho punkln' doesn't ap- bov needs cheering up. See If you
peal to mo. Tho first part of tho fall can't put somo spirits in him."
Roso promised, hut tho ride was he
is worst, though. It has such a fading
look like a woman just beginning to gun in silence, which seemed to he
Fin
loso her youth, but Into fall Is hale, protracted boyond endurance.
ally sho spoke:
like tho tonic of middle ago."
you
"Ward, why haven't
boon over
"Rose, I believe Paul Wendell deto see us for a week You never stay
moralized you with his poetic fancies,
away
so long before!"
ml
laughed her mother.
d

j

"Who could help hut notice!" he replied, bitterly. "You could hardly expect mo to enjoy witnessing tho pleasure you got In your letters from Paul
Wendell. I know, of course, that ho
cared for you, but until lately, I had
hoped that your liking for him was
but a passing fancy."
Sho stared at him In bewilderment
little
Then sho laughed a mirthful
laugh.
"Oh, Ward; dear Ward! Paul Wendell was engaged before ho camovhero
to a beautiful girl who has been travSho has
eling abroad for a year.
como hack now and they are to ho
married soon."
"Rose! Really?"
"Roally, you stupid!"
"But what has made you so so different of late? And tho last night I
was at your house you were certainly
so occupied In writing a letter that
you didn't want mo around."
"Well, Ward, I'll 'fess up. I wanted
to tell you all along, but I was afraid
of your ridicule. I have always been
addicted, more or less, to the habit
of scribbling rhymes, and whten Mr.
Wendell was hero ho read somo of,
them and Insisted on sending them to
I just got a letter that
a magazine.
dny jou were there from him, say
ing they had been accepted, and the
editor wanted more, so that night I
was trying my art again. I wanted to

WJ

V

"I'll read them and not laugh," hs
replied heroically.
show them to you, but I knew your
contempt for poets."
"Rose!" he cried happily. "Maybe
I havo a contempt for poets, but not
for poetesses.
If you will only bo
my wife, your whole llfo shall be a
poem."
"And you will read them and not
laugh?" sho asked anxiously.
11 read
them and not laugh," ho
replied heroically.
1

Frankness of Spanish Walter.
E. B. Dewhurst, the Australian tennis champion, said at a dinner party In
Now York:
"American waiters are much superior to those of Spain. Traveling is
cheap and comfortable in Spain; living is cheap and comfortablo there,
but Spanish waiters are often rudo.
"They are particularly rude to Americans and to thoso whom thoy mistake
for Americans.
Tho old wound, you
see, still rankles.
"In Mndrid ono day I entered a restaurant and ordered a cut of hoof. Tho
waiter, after a long delay, brought
tho beef to me a miserable, tough
and grisly cut.
" 'Walter, said I,
is this beof from
tho black hull thoy killed at tho bull
fight yesterday?'
"The waiter looked at mo with a
sneer.
" 'No, monsieur,' he said,
Is from
one of tho horses that they killed ;it
i tho bull fight.' "

it

Using a Romantic Simile.
They wore walking out together on
a cloudloBH night under the light of
ho hlg round moon, which .scorned
unusually bright and beautiful.
Suddenly he stopped, clasped his hands
and erled rapturously:
"Oh, Mary! Look at the moon tonight.
Isn't it beautiful magnifi-

r

cent?"

There is only One

"Yes, ain't it, William?" she replied, with equal enthusiasm. "It
looks just like a big fried egg, don't
It,

dear?"

Genuine-SyrU-

A Disadvantage.
"You say congressmen arc at a disadvantage in dealing with the railways?" asked the indignant cittx.cn.
"Yes," answered Senator Sorghum,
"they are at a certain disadvantage."
"For what reason?"
"Well, you see, congress can't issue
passes that will get you anywhere"

The Genuine is Manufactured by the

m

my

California Fig Syrup Co.

name of the company, California Fig Syrup CoM
fs printed on the front of every package of the genuine.

TTitt full

Remedy.

A

Of FigS,

p

KtV.

The Genuine- - Syrup of Figs- - is for Sale, in Original
Packages Only,, by Reliable Druggists Everywhere

I

Knowing the above will enable one to avoid the fraudulent imitations made by piratical concerns and sometimes offered by unreliable
dealers.
The imitations arc known. to act injuriously and should
therefore be declined.
Buy the genuine always if you wish to get its beneficial effects.
It cleanses the system gently yet effectually, dispels colds and headaches
when bilious or 'constipated, prevents fevers and acts best on the
kidneys, liver, stomach and bowels, when a laxative remedy is needed
by men, women or children. Many millions know of its beneficial
effects from actual use and of their own personal knowledge.
It is the
laxative remedy of the
Always buy the Genuin- e- Syrup of Figs

My knees arc very weak.

Howell
Powell

Clot

a lighter gin.

d.

The Sensation,
Jay Green "I had a ride in my
cousin's automobile while I was up t
the city."
How'd
Aaron Allrcd "Yc did?
seem?"
.lay Green "Wa-al- ,
it felt a good
deal llko fallin into a mighty deep
well only yc dropped straight ahead
Puck.
instead o'
down-ardG.-

liobby-Moth- er

Bobby-Moth- er

"

Louidvifle

At the Tea Table.
-- Is God everywhere?
(patiently) Yes, Bobby.
-- Is he In the teapot?

(embarrassed)

W hy

wh y,

nre

'

"Gcotocrr of Vetrrii Ore Deposit." II);
Prof. Arthur Lakes. Now edition published
by Tho Keiidrlolc
Hook & Stationery Uo.
J'rlce. $2 .10 postpaid

oratory?"

"My friend," answered Senator Sorghum, "oratory soothes tho gallery to
slumber and reads well in tho newspaper, but the kind of talk that counts
is that which you pour Into a man's
ear with your hand grasping his coat
lapel."

fJSSobJ.

SADDLES
Auk your dealer for them. Tuko no other.

"Don't bother,
cam in."

I

ki&scd

H, WILSON

STOCK

STOVF
v iw

Advantage of a Quarrel.
"Gee, but I got a cinch!"
"What Is it. Tommy?"
"I do anything I wan tor, an' then I
tell ma tha't pa said I could. An' I
tell pa th't ma said I could."
"But don't they get wise when they
ask each other?"
"Naw. Pa an' ma don't speak."
"If

Vou take no
wnen
Hihhi:

luiylnx a linr-lie- s
from u:
ovory not wnr
rnntcil to oh.
ruprcsRlil-nliik
Thin double team luir- complete
linxM
coiiurn
with
biuoctl
niul
Concnnl
lnB.
Htyl
f" r
trace,
ovnrywhnre. for $27.00 Bnnd for our free
of mildlni ami hnrnoHs, Lowest prices
Hwr-nIn th V. 8. The I rnl Mueller Swhlln
I.urlinrr St.. Denver. Colo.
Co..

The Still Small Voice.
"Why don't you cultivate tho art of

mamma!"

$20C.0.D.

..

Ilreproo,.

I

J

PRICE,

block

One
Li

C.

IN

I

from

I'nlon

Depot.

C. It. MOUNIC. Mur.

y

Opened
esrphy.
freo, BOO

Bookkeeping, Shorthand, Tel
Fine, new equipment: catalogue
Enterprise
Penveri Colo.

1SST.

can dy

fT0

ss

te

25 Cts.
ANTI-GRIPIN- E

CURE THE GRIP

raw
urn. rivv
uni

im nNP

FprHBVpAtflE

t.

IS GUARANTEED TO CURE
GRIP, BAD GOLD, HEADACHE AND NEURALGIA.
lTon't Boll AutLGrlplneV I J a rionlor irho won't Ounrnnteo
It. Cull foryour MONK HACK IF IT DON'T CUKE.
J IF. liicmcr, M. ., Manufaoturcr,Sprna?ccf, Mo.

U

BURTON,

11I1UA?W

iiiIhI.

prices. Hold, cllver, lu:.tl, a.
mill, silver. Inc. irolil. Jur zhu- or
1.
c'yaiildii ti'Htn. .MiilltiiK cnvfloiari anil
I'omii.i
full julri) list Kent on l appllcutlon.
l.euil vlllo, Colo.
and tiituilre work
Iteforence. Carbonate National Hank
.Specimen

A

at

;

hUWARO

I'll call
her

first-cla-

,

depot, The Iet I per duy hotel In the
West. American plan.

IK'Uver.

You

Winchester Rifle and Pistol Cartridges of all
calibers are loaded by machinery which sizes
the shells, supplies the exact quantity of
By
powder, and seats the bullets properly.
using
materials and this
system of loading, the reputation of Winchester Cartridges for accuracy, reliability and
excellence is maintained. Ask for them.
THEY SHOOT WHERE YOU HOLD

;

QlteHOtOUAL

Oxford Hotel

in cold water better than any other dye.

RIFLE AND PISTOL CARTRIDGES

HBI'AHtS of every known rnuko
,,r move, furnace, or raimo, Oro. A.
l'ullrn, 1331 I.mvrcuce. Denver, l'hono Via.

BROWN PALACE HOTEL
Kuropenn plan. $l.f0 and upward.

They dye

MONROE DRUG CO., Unlonvllle, MlamourL

ESTER

Denver Directory

"For what?"

Family Affair,
kiss me again,

PRICE FIFTY CENTS PER BOTTLE

Cnlnr
noodi brlnhler and (alter colors than any other dye. One 10c packaoe colors all fibers.
to Dye. Bleach and Mix Colors.
any garment without ripping apart. Write (or Irae booklet-H- ow

Will Take No Chances.
"The farmers say that the squirrels
are not laying up any great storo ot
nuts, as they do Inordinary winters."
"And what does that Indicate?"
"A mild winter."
"I'm afraid I'm not sufficiently
agile."

you

S&ti!

Ky

PUTNAM FADELESS DYXS

yes.
Bobby Is ho in the sugar bowl?
I told
Mother (frantically) Yes!
you God was everywhere.
Bobby (triumphantly, placing his
hand over the top of tho sugar bowl)
I've got him! Woman's
Hurrah!
Homo Companion.

"To Imitate a squirrel."

V

MANUFACTURED BY THE

.fS,

E. E. BURLINGAHE
ASSAY OFFICE

a

CO.;

EstablUhedln Colorado, 1866. Samples by mnllor
ezprcas will receive prompt and careful attention
Gold & Silver Bullion Re"0neRd
Concentration Tests

100

kW56.IT38 Lcwroaea

'fSttiftg IT

PIANOS
KNIGHT-LOCK-

to

Ejj

1Vil"rtc0m9!ole'

St,. Denvr, Coloj

Pnymentn.
PIANO CO.
Sixteenth St., Heaver, Colo.

Ilrnt ViiIiich

THE

m

S21

CONOVER
CABLE
KINGSBURY

linn

j-

-

E

CUBES WHERE kX ELSE rILS.
Betl I Cough Syrup. TM'.ei Good.
In tune. Boldlif drasgliu.

ua

f

i

(Continued from

(onev Mm
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OM PORTABLE

UU1 UI1U

Good Wines,
Liquors and Cigars,

Treatment Good,
:

JAMES LANIGAN,

-

Proprietor

-

'

49
49
49
49
49

Kentucky

$
49
49
49
49
49
49

--

Whiskies,

TRY THEM.

to
to

A. B. DAVBER,

A. D. GOLDKNBKIiO,

to

Elephant Saloon.

White

8?

0

PROP.

Pbks.

K.

L. TAYLOR,

to

Srt--

r.

TUCUMCARI

Water, Ice

I Power

Co.

(INCORPORATED.)

Every enterprising citizen should patronize
a. local industry or pniprprisp.
nmm,

TO STAY, AND SOLICIT
YOUR PATRONAGE.

WE ARK

OUR RATES REASONABLE.

X

THE PLAZA HOTEL
MORGAN

& GRUBBS,

Props.

.....

Newly Renovated and Refurnished
THE ONLY FIRST CLASS ROOMS IN THE CITY.
PATRONIZED BY THOSE WHO KNOW.
Reasonable
Prices.

Fancy Groceries.

Wc lake your orders and
make prompt delivery.. . .
OUR.

PRICES ARE ALWAYS RIGHT.

paj?u suventoun.)

lvp

11

n r jf)

Tucumcari Laundry

.o acres

e.

OS

35
35

total 2
ICj sw. sw. nv. se.
sec 17 twp 11 n
r jO e 160 acres; taxes
72 penalty i. costs
35 total j u.
Nv. sec 28 twp 10 n r 27 o 1O0 acres;
taxes 2 72 penalty i. costs j. total 3 at.
sa ne. lot . sec. twp 10 n r jo. o
Se.
160 acres; taxes 2 72 penalty i. costs 35,
total 3 21
Sw nw.j sec 28 twp 10 11 r 33 e ,o acres;
taxes OS penalty o. costs 35 total 07.
vi ne. sec 32 twp 10 n r 33 e So acres;
taxes 13O penalty 07 costs 35 total
7S.
Sw. sec 3.1 twp 10 11 r 33 o 1C0 acres
taxes 2 72 penalty i. costi 35 total 3 21.
S2 nw. 11. sw. sec 13 twp 10 it r 3.J e
1G0 acres; taxes 2 72 penalty i.j costs 35
total 3 21.
Na sw. nw.) se. nw. ne. sec 2. twp 10 n
r 35 o i.o acres; taxes
72 penally i. casts
35 total 3 21.
Se.j sec 32 twp 10 n r 35 e 160 acres
taxes a 72 penalty i. costs 35 total 3 21.
Wa ne. 112 nw. sec 17 twp ij 11 r 29 e
160 acres; taxes 2 72 penalty i. costs 35
total 3 21.
N2 nw. 11W3 sv sec to n r 30 e 80 acres
taxes 3G penalty 07 costs 35 total
7S.
W2 nw. 11W5 sw. sec 10 twp y 11 r 30 e
120 acres; taxes 2 o. penalty 10 costs
5
total
.)Q.
N2 sv. nw. nw. sec 29 twp y n r 30 u
120 acres; taxes 2 oj penalty 10 costs 35
total 2 .y.
Se 4 sw.j sec 20 twp y n r 30 e 40 acres
taxes OS penalty o. costs 35 total 07.
Se. nw. sec 11 twp y 11 r 32 e 40 acres;
taxes OS penalty 04 costs 35 total 1 07.
Se, svo sec 12 twp y n r e 2 e 40 acres
taxes OS penalty 04 costs 35 total 07.
Ne4 nw. sec 13 twp y n r 32 e 40 acres;
taxes OS penalty 04 costs 35 total 07.
S2 nej4 na se
sec 31 twp y n r 32 e 1G0
acres; taxes 2 72 penalty 14 costs 35 total
3 at.
Nttli sec 20 twp y n r 34 e 1G0 acres;
taxes 2 72 penalty 14 costs 85 total 3 21.
Nw.U sue 26 twp 911 r 35 e iGo acres;
taxes 2 72 penalty 14 costs 35 total 3 21.
Sw'4 se,'4' e2 swv'4 swf nwf sec ly twp
S n r 27 e 160 acres taxes
2 72 punalty
14
costs 35 total 3 21.
Sw'4 se,'4 e2 swtf se
swtf sec 15 twp
s n r 300 lOoacres; taxes 2 72 penalty
costs 35 total 3 21.
Swj4 ne'4 se'4 nwlf sec 4 twp 8 n r 32
e So acres; taxes 3O penalty 07 costs 35
total
78.
Sw
sw'4 sec 4 twp 7 n r 28 e 40 acres
taxes OS punalty 04 costs 35 total 07.
Wa nw'4' nw!4 sw!4 sec y twp 7 n r 28 e
120 acres; taxes 204 penalty 10 costs 35
total 2 .y.
Wa iiwiC W2swf sc
aw 'J Sa su,1 sec
u twp 7 n r aS e 2 80 acres; taxes penalty
24 costs 35 total 5 35.

Se'i

Duley, Prop,

I

11

u

se)4

Clothes Cleaned,
Pressed, Repaired

I

total

2

REPAIR SHOP
Wc arc prepared to do all kinds uf
Saddle and Harness repairing.

Clint Rutherford,
Tucumcari, New Mexico

STOCK

SALOON
GEORGE A. MOORE.

26 twp

27 o 1G0

r

n

(1

Whiskies

of

Mot-

tled in Hond.
Wines, Liquors

Fine

Your Patronage
-

Main St.,

and

Cigars.

Solicited
Tucumcari.

MONARCH

SALOON.
FINE WINES,
LIQUORS and
CIGARS,

H. M. SMITH

a

TUCUMCARI,

CO.,
N. M.

60 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

31

e

1G0

acres;

costs 35 total 3 21.
n r 34 e 1G0 acres,

costs 35 total 3 21.
se.) nw.j sec 5 twp
acres; taxes 2 72 penalty 14

costs 35 total 321.

Swsec25twp

511

r

27

o

1G0

acres:

taxes 2.72. penalty 14 costs 35 total 4 21.
Nt'4 nw. sec y twp 5 n r 35 u 40 acres;
taxes OS penalty 04 costs 35 total
07.
Se.i se
S

Brands

All

ati'J se awtf sec 5 twp
acres taxes 2 72 penalty 14

taxes 272 penalty
sec 34 twp G
be
taxes 2 72 penalty 14
Swjf seK 02 sw

r

EXCHANGE

.y.

Su' sec

0 n

and Harness

Saddle

W2

n r 27 e 1G0

4

J

costs 35 total 3 21.
Ne' sec 8 twp 7 n r 28 e 1O0 acres taxes
2 72 penalty 14 costs, 35'total 3 21.
Na se'Y se4 sc'. sec 8 twp 27 n r 28 a
120 acres; taxes 204 penalty 10 costs
;

The Place to Buy your

Staple

IS

List.

penalty o. costs 35 total 07.
n r
Na nv. sv. sw. nv. sec 15 twp
uo acres; taxes o. penalty 10 costs

taxes

7

z The Gash Store,

seu

uw

Nw

afn !
fVUIC
t

Oar And

In

Ttie Delinquent

penalty

4

04

sec 22 twp 5 n r 33 e taxes
costs 35 total 07.

Trade Marks
DrsiftNR
Copyrights Ac.

Anyono nonrtltiK n sketch mid description mny
Hlckly nscortnln our opinion freo wbolhor nn
lloiisjttrlctly poiitiiioiiifiil. HANDBOOK onl'atcnu
tJlilofit nuonry for RocurliiK pntonia.
J"iroo.
I'ntonta tnkon through Munn 4 Co. rocutvc

Scientific American.
hnndsomoly

of nny uplontllln Journnl. Ireost
Terms, f3 n
Ho'J b'ttU nowdc"lorn.
Yi.iSi' ru,n
MUNN & Co.3BlD"awa, fjew Yorf
5 K BU WnshlDtou. D. C.
Ilranch onico.
A

. v,.

llhiBtrfttmJ vrcokly.
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